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Artists today use digital tools that allow them to work as naturally and spontaneously as if they
were using traditional artist tools such as pastels, watercolors, oil media, and gouache. With the
recent growth of the tablet market, there are more tools and more sophisticated features
available now than ever before and an increased desire by artists to learn how to use them. As
much art book as guide, The Photoshop and Painter Artist Tablet Book uses traditional drawing
and painting theory exercises, coupled with reallife projects, to show readers how they can use
Painter and Photoshop with pressure-sensitive tablets for beautiful results.Award-winning artist
and author Cher Threinen-Pendarvis takes readers through a variety of projects designed to
improve their drawing, composition, and conceptual thought processes while exploring different
uses of the many brushes available in Painter and Photoshop.Among many valuable concepts
and techniques you’ll learn to:Create tonal, gestural, and contour drawings with a pressure-
sensitive tablet and stylusUse the iPad for sketching out ideas and use related software
including Brushes, ArtStudio, Sketchbook Pro, Procreate, Adobe Ideas, and Adobe PS
TouchTranslate traditional color theory to digital color toolsIncorporate scanned artwork into
digital paintings and use photos as a reference for illustrations

About the AuthorFiona Beckett is an award-winning journalist and author who writes for a wide
range of newpapers and food and drink magazines, including the Financial Times, Decanter,
Sainsbury's The Magazine, and Bon Appetit. She also has a website
www.foodlandwinematching.co.uk. which she admits, all-too-regularly reports on subline
combinations of fizz and food. She has written seven books on food and wine, including
"Cheese" (another enthusiasm). "Wine Uncorked," "How to Match Food and Wine," and a
student cookbook, "Beyond Baked Beans," inspired by the culinary struggles of her four children
and stepchildren. She and her husband divide their time between England and their holiday
home in the Languedoc in southern France.
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digital print of Path to Water, North using soft pastelAn award-winning artist and author, Cher
Threinen-Pendarvis has always worked with traditional art tools. A native Californian, her artwork
is a reflection of the inspiring travels she has made with her family around the Pacific Rim—
Hawaii, the Philippines, Japan, and China, to name a few. Her mother, Wanda, was also an
artist, and their times of sitting together and drawing on location was especially inspiring to Cher
as she developed her interest in plein-air painting. Painting on location has also brought her
closer to her community in San Diego, where she has lived most of her life, because of her
volunteer efforts to help protect the Sunset Cliffs Natural Park—a place she often paints.A
pioneer in digital art, Cher has created illustrations using the Macintosh computer for more than
two decades. (Some of her early drawings with a mouse can be seen in the gallery at the back of
the book.) She has been widely recognized for her mastery of Painter, Photoshop, and the
Wacom pressure-sensitive tablet, and has used these electronic tools since they were first
released. Exercising her passion for Painter’s artist tools, Cher has worked as a consultant and
demo-artist for the developers of Painter. Her artwork has been exhibited worldwide, and her
articles and art have been published in many books and periodicals. Cher holds a BFA with



Highest Honors and Distinction in Art specializing in painting and printmaking, and she is a
member of the San Diego Museum of Art Artist Guild and the Point Loma Artists Association.
She has taught Painter and Photoshop workshops around the world, and is principal of the
consulting firm Cher Threinen Design. Cher is author of all 10 editions of the highly-praised
volume of techniques and inspiration, The Painter Wow! Book.To learn more about Cher, please
visit her Web site at .Borrego, a traditional watercolor painted in plein air on Arches cold-pressed
watercolor paperAgaves on the Edge, Summer, painted using the Artists’ Oils medium in Painter
IX using location sketches for referenceForewordPHOTOGRAPH: JEFF SCHEWEThe
computer, in one way or another, touches every facet of our daily lives. Most households today
have a computer. Usually it is used to perform the basic functions of today’s technology-driven
society: email, access to the Internet, work and, of course, games. The computer also puts at
your disposal the tools that allow you to be creative.Whether we admit it or not, we all possess a
left side to our brain. We all share a creative side. Some take advantage and pursue that calling
in the form of photography, whether it’s taking photos with a simple point-and-shoot camera or
with a truckload of expensive equipment.If painting is one’s pursuit, the media choices can
range from a simple pencil to a collection of the finest oil paints. The computer has opened
enormous opportunities, with new tools that once we could only dream about. From an endless
collection of paintbrushes to a piece of chalk in any possible color, every tool for the
photographer and painter is available when you need them, at the touch of a button. All without
the need for toxic darkroom chemicals or paint thinners or the smell that goes with them. Did I
mention no clean-up afterwards?For traditionally trained painters and photo retouchers,
technology, like the Wacom pressure-sensitive tablet, has reached a point where the very tool
that is held by the hand to interact with the computer looks and feels like a pen. Devices such as
the Wacom Cintiq now let you work directly on the screen as if you were standing before an
easel and canvas. Yes, there is a learning curve. All this great stuff, but how do you use it?
Standing in the computer graphics books section of a bookstore makes you feel like you’re
standing in front of a haystack faced with the task of finding a needle. If you happened to pick up
this book, then you can stop searching. Let me tell you what sets this book apart from the rest.
One of the things that make this book so crucial for tackling that learning curve is the level of
detail that Cher has gone into to help you master these tools. Most important is how she makes
it easy to understand what is being taught.Cher Threinen-Pendarvis is an artist who I have had
the pleasure of calling my friend since the computer screen measured only nine inches and
offered pixels that were either black or white. I have seen her talent and vision evolve through
many years of dedication and exploration of graphics software and digital tools.Many companies
that produce graphics software and hardware have commissioned her to demonstrate the
features of their products. Cher’s vast experience, coupled with her amazing talent for teaching,
has produced a book that will be of tremendous help to you for mastering these digital tools. The
many illustrations throughout the book clearly demonstrate the point being made and are
beautiful to look at. It’s great just to have in your collection.Many do have a talent but never had



any training. Others might not have great talent but enjoy playing. In either case, a little education
can make a vast difference in the end result. That’s where this book comes in.Cher comes from
a traditional background with training in the fundamentals of art. Composition and shading are
terms that rarely enter the vocabulary of the average person, yet are so vital to the creation of a
piece of artwork—these are the subjects she lives with.What she is doing with this book is filling
in those educational gaps that the average computer user is hampered by. Cher is an educator.
But that is not the whole story. She makes each project a personal experience. She starts with
the inspiration. What she sees and feels about her subjects. The steps she takes in preparing for
the task ahead. She then takes you on a detailed journey to the finished product.If you have ever
attended any of her seminars or heard her speak at a trade show, you know how eloquently she
can dispense information. She has a soothing voice, yet it conveys the excitement she feels
about the digital medium. I see her as a female Bob Ross painting “Happy Trees” while
eliminating the stress of everyday life. Somehow she has managed to transfer the patience and
understanding she demonstrates as a teacher onto the words in this book.As an expert in both
Photoshop and Painter, Cher shows you the processes for effects from within either program or
a combination of the two. She guides you through the nuances achieved by the use of pressure-
sensitive tablets. Then she teaches you how to take your concepts beyond the obvious—to that
realm where creativity takes on a life of its own.As I mentioned earlier, there are bountiful
illustrations throughout the book that take you clearly through the processes she is explaining.
This book is the art class you never took and wish you had. It might not make you a
Michelangelo, but it will give you an understanding of the basics of art. It will give you the
confidence to take your doodles to the next level.Painting on a computer with a tablet can seem
complex, but Cher brings it down to a manageable level so you can use them to let your creative
juices run wild.I have no doubt you will refer to this book over and over again, not just for the
techniques but also for inspiration.Bert MonroyBerkeley, California, 2013ContentsAbout the
Author and ArtistForewordIntroduction1 The Digital Art StudioSetting Up the Digital Art
StudioThe Power of ColorPixels and Image ResolutionFine Art Printmaking in the Studio2
Sketching on the iPadFavorite iPad Painting ToolsUsing Brushes 3 for a Quick Color
SketchMaking a Pencil and Sketching in Brushes 3Sketching a Pencil Portrait Using
ArtStudioPainting a Color Study Using ArtStudioPainting with Wet Paint in ArtStudioDrawing
with Sketchbook ExpressColoring a Drawing with Sketchbook ProMaking a Quick Color Study
Using ProcreateSketching with Adobe IdeasColoring with Adobe IdeasMaking a Collage Sketch
with Adobe Photoshop Touch3 Photoshop, Painter, and Tablet Basics for
ArtistsIntroductionAnatomy of a Tablet and StylusGetting Started with Your TabletGetting
Comfortable with Your TabletDrawing and Navigating with the StylusChoosing Your Settings for
Your StylusCustomizing the Stylus ButtonsCustomizing Buttons on an Intuos5 TabletUsing the
Airbrush StylusUsing the Art Pen StylusPhotoshop Basics for PaintersCustomizing
BrushesCustomizing Your Photoshop WorkspacePainter Basics for ArtistsCustomizing
BrushesCustomizing Your Painter Workspace4 Assembling Brushes and PaintExploring



Brushes and Paint in PhotoshopExploring Brushes and Paint in Painter5 Drawing and Tablet
ExercisesWarming Up and SketchingSketching in Photoshop6 The Illusion of VolumeSketching
a CubeDrawing a Textured Round ObjectDrawing Rounded FormsDrawing a Hollow Rounded
Form7 Sensitive Tone and ModelingUsing Sensitive Tone and BlendingUsing Interesting Strokes
to Build Tonal Variations8 A Sense of AtmosphereBuilding Form and Atmosphere Using
HatchingAchieving Sparkling Light9 Starting with a Scanned DrawingScanning a Pencil
DrawingUsing Photoshop to Work Over a Pencil DrawingUsing Painter to Work Over a Pencil
DrawingAdding Washes to a Drawing Using PainterAdding Washes to a Drawing Using
Photoshop10 Using a Photo Reference for PaintingUsing a Photo Reference While
PaintingMaking Brushes for Sketching and PaintingUsing Painter’s “Digital Lightbox”11 Defining
the Focal PointStrengthening the Focal PointOil Paint Looks with PhotoshopEnhancing the Focal
Point12 Simulating Paper and CanvasAchieving Texture in a Photoshop ImageAdding Texture
with the Texturizer FilterAdding Texture with the Lighting Effects FilterPainting with Oil, Pastel,
and Impasto Paint on CanvasBuilding a Colored Paper Texture SurfaceBuilding a Gessoed
CanvasEmbossing Texture on an ImageUsing Distortion and Surface Texture13 Retouching,
Tinting, and PaintingRetouching and Adding a VignettePainting with History in
PhotoshopWorking Over a Portrait with ChalkBuilding a Rich Paper SurfacePainting an
Expressive Oil Portrait14 Composing from the ImaginationCollage and RetouchingAdding
Painter Brushwork to the CollageCompositing Sketches and Scans in PhotoshopAdding
Colored Brushwork in PainterEnhancing Lighting Using a Gradient Layer
MaskGalleryAppendicesIndexIntroductionEarly artists used charcoal from their cooking fires to
decorate the walls of their cave homes. Inspired by a cave painting I saw in the Dordogne valley
in France, I drew this sketch using an Intuos tablet and Charcoal brushes in Painter.I was
inspired to write this book because I have enjoyed using digital art tools for more than two
decades, and I am amazed by how the tools have matured and become more sensitive and user-
friendly. One of the main inspirations for the book comes from the new form of creativity that the
tablet and stylus give to artists. Without them, we could not enjoy painting sensitive brushwork in
Photoshop and Painter—two programs that are continuously maturing with each release.
Although this book has been written for those readers using Painter X3 and Photoshop CS6 and
earlier versions, the lessons are all presented in a way that can be applied to future releases of
the software.Who This Book Is For. I have written this book for artists, illustrators, photographers,
and designers of all levels who want to tap the creative power of using a tablet with Photoshop
and Painter and develop their own style of painting with these applications. Whether you are an
experienced artist or are just beginning to dabble and are nervous about your artistic skills, the
computer can help you reach new freedom and confidence. If you are an experienced artist, you
can paint from life using the eye-to-hand coordination that you developed as an artist. If you
don’t feel confident drawing from scratch, this book offers exercises that will give you practice.
Painting using a computer is more forgiving than most conventional media because you can
draw or assemble a composition and save multiple versions as you work. You can try new



approaches to your composition, undo without ruining your work, and open a previously saved
version and begin again from that point. So much is possible with the computer.Drawing using a
good quality tablet and cordless stylus is completely free and natural whether you draw from life,
from memory, or use a reference. The art tools and hardware have become so good in recent
years that you can work with the new tools and become immersed in the creative process in
much the same way that you can using traditional tools.Conch Shell Study shows the sensitive
shading that is possible using an Intuos tablet and pastel presets in PhotoshopUsing oil brushes
and texture-sensitive pastel brushes in Painter, I painted Downstream Path, Summer, shown
here as a detail.The Artist’s Digital Tools. Painter, Photoshop, the stylus and tablet, and the iPad
and its apps are new “mark-making” tools in a long ancestral line of art tools. Early artists drew
scenes of their daily life on the walls of their cave homes using charcoal from their cooking fires
and paint made from clay and natural tints on the surfaces of stones. Later, many kinds of wet
paint media (such as oil-based paint) and dry media (such as pencils and pastels) were
invented. With the invention of photography, artists were able to develop a keener eye as they
captured their visions with a camera. And for centuries, artists have found printmaking
processes like etching and intaglio to be important for their craft.Drawn by handTo keep your
hand-to-eye coordination in practice, it’s a good idea to keep a sketchbook with you at all times.
This is also useful for recording details that inspire you and for making notes. You might also
enjoy using your iPad, or laptop, tablet, and pen, for sketching. In Chapter 1 you’ll find
information about setting up for drawing on location.Today, think of your stylus and the brushes
in Painter and Photoshop, and the iPad and its art tools as a new kind of pencil, a new kind of
charcoal, a new kind of watercolor paint, a new oil paint, and more!Digital to conventionalA study
painted on the computer can also be used as a reference for artwork done with conventional
tools. My husband, Steve, is a surfboard builder. We often draw studies on the computer, make
large prints, and then use them as references when painting on surfboards using acrylic paint. I
have also used my digital studies as references for traditional art on paper or canvas, painted
using conventional media.Photoshop is an essential tool for illustrators and artists who want to
do retouching, compositing, color correction, painting, and more. If you draw and paint, Painter is
an essential tool because of the realism of its natural media brushes, textures, its unique special
effects, and the tactile feel of its paint media. The portability between the two programs has
become very good, and they complement one another. The tablet and stylus are really the
bridge between your expressive hand and the computer. They give you the freedom to produce
pressure-sensitive brushwork in Painter and Photoshop. The iPad and its art tools allow you to
sketch freely in your studio or on location. When used together, these tools are capable of
making your artwork reflect your creative intent.Approach. This book is not a replacement for the
documentation that ships with the tablet, Photoshop, Painter, or the iPad and its apps, and it
doesn’t cover every function of these products. Instead, it focuses on features related to drawing
and painting such as sketching with the iPad; assembling brushes and paint in Photoshop and
Painter; choosing brushes that change their brushstroke shape, opacity, or texture based on



hand movement; and customizing brushes to work better with a tablet and pen.This detail of
Punta San Antonio, Spring features brushwork that enhances the center of interest.Using
photography creatively with paintingArtists such as Leonardo da Vinci and Jan Vermeer were
known to use the camera obscura and other similar devices to help them sketch out proportions
quickly in their compositions. In the nineteenth century, Eugene Delacroix, Edgar Degas,
Thomas Eakins, and others used the camera as a reference source. Contemporary artists have
used the technique of projecting a slide on their canvas as they lay out their compositions.A
photograph can be an aid and an inspiration, but try not to fall into the practice of copying the
entire photograph. Instead, I suggest pulling elements from the photograph that you want in your
composition. To create a great image, you need to carefully study your subject and pay attention
to elements such as highlight and shadow, form, and modeling. In Chapters 10, 13, and 14, I’ll
show you how to use a photo for reference and how to incorporate several elements into a
composition.If you are a photographer who wants to add brushwork to your images, the
exercises in Chapters 5–8 will be helpful to you. These chapters will help you practice good
methods of visualizing your subject and hand-to-eye coordination, and your ability to render line
and form will improve. As you work, you’ll gain practice in how to see the forms and how to paint
brushstrokes that will reveal the forms. If you want to paint over your photos, you’ll learn
techniques for thinking about your subject and its forms and modeling them. This experience will
be evident in your work.The Photoshop and Painter Artist Tablet Book covers composition, line,
tone and form, creative use of color, and more. In the early chapters of this book, you’ll have an
opportunity to express yourself using different approaches to drawing (such as contour and
gesture) using your stylus and tablet with Painter and Photoshop. Following the exercises on
linear drawing, you’ll find projects that will give you practice with modeling form, using value and
tone. Then you’ll discover projects that will help you improve your compositions, for instance, by
enhancing the focal point in a painting, by simulating canvas and paper, using mixed media, and
more.Record the light of the momentBecause light changes so quickly when you’re painting on
location, you can record the light as it was at that moment by shooting a digital photo and then
use the photo as a reference to help remember the lighting in your scene when you get back to
your studio. However, in my opinion, the digital photo will not replace the experience of creating
elements for your painting on location. I recommend taking the time to at least do a composition
drawing and make color notes while on location.The projects in the book are presented with
color illustrations that are my own creations. You may prefer different subject matter or work in a
different style, but these illustrations are intended to show you how to apply the techniques to
use in your own work. I hope you enjoy the artwork, creative thought processes, and techniques
in this book.Color and valueWill your colored painting hold up in black and white? When I
painted this pastel painting in color, I massed the darker shapes together toward the right side
and in the foreground as part of the composition design. To make sure I achieved a full range of
tones—from the darkest values in the shadows to accents of white in the highlights—I squinted
my eyes to blur the image, visually reducing it to dark and light shapes. Then I added deeper



values and brighter highlights where needed. Notice how the composition holds up when
converted to black and white.Path to Water, North was begun on location (using a laptop,
Wacom tablet, and Painter) at Sunset Cliffs Natural Park in San Diego, California. It was painted
with the Pastel and Chalk brushes in Painter.How to Use This BookAn overview and artist
statement are located facing the featured art on the opening spreads.So that you can read
through the development of an art project without getting bogged down with too many technical
details, I designed The Photoshop and Painter Artist Tablet Book using a modular
approach.Each chapter begins with an overview of what you’ll learn in the chapter. The chapter
overview is followed by an artist statement about the drawing or painting projects. The artist
statement is identified by an artist palette. Throughout the chapters you’ll also find more artist
statements and tips identified by the artist palette.After the overview page at the beginning of
each project, you’ll find an Artist’s Materials box that contains the tools that you’ll use in the
project. Right above the Artist’s Materials box, you’ll see sample brushstrokes that will let you
know how the brushes listed in the Artist’s Materials box will perform using your stylus and paint.
To make it easy to identify which application you’ll be using for a project, each Artist’s Materials
box is color-coded—a lavender-purple for Photoshop and a teal-green for Painter.Throughout
the book you’ll find helpful Learn More About boxes that will help you find more information
about the topics being discussed. When you encounter an orange asterisk after a term or at the
end of a sentence, check the Learn More About box on the spread for an entry related to the
term or concept discussed in the text.Sprinkled throughout the book, you’ll find four kinds of
sidebars. The sidebars are identified by an artist palette (as described earlier), a hand with a
stylus, an eye, and a paint can. The artist palette (shown earlier) identifies a conceptual tip from
the artist-author, the hand with a stylus denotes a sidebar about the tablet and pen, the hand
and the iPad identifies a sidebar related to the iPad, the eye identifies a sidebar about
Photoshop, and the paint can shows a Painter-related sidebar. In a few places, I’ve used the
stylus icon and the eye or the paint can icon to identify a combined tip that has information about
the tablet and Photoshop or Painter. In a few cases I’ve combined a tip that has information
about Photoshop and Painter using the eye and the paint can icons.Where possible, I’ve
separated technical information into mini-technique sidebars identified by a technique head,
such as “Embossing Texture on an Image” on page 198 in Chapter 12. These sidebars are also
identified by the warm gold background used on the small sidebars. In several places you’ll find
tips within a gold-colored sidebar spread that are set off with a white background like the PC/
Mac tip below.The Artist’s Materials boxes are color-coded for Painter and Photoshop.The Learn
More About boxes tell you where you will find more information about a topic.The artist’s tips are
identified by artist palette icons.Zooming and panningUse the Zoom Tool (or Magnifier) to zoom
in to see areas of detail. When the Brush tool is chosen, you can temporarily switch to the Zoom
Tool (or Magnifier) by pressing Ctrl/Cmd-Spacebar. To zoom out, press Ctrl/Cmd-Alt/Option-
Spacebar. To pan around a magnified image while painting, you can press the Spacebar to
temporarily switch to the Grabber Hand.The beginning of an art project is laid out using helpful



elements, as you can see here in this page from Chapter 9.1. The Digital Art StudioAt work in the
studioHere you’ll find suggestions for hardware and software and for setting up your studio,
whether it’s your own studio or en plein air (on location). This chapter also covers making the
transition from traditional color theory to digital color tools. Finally, it offers information about
pixels, resolution, and desktop fine art printmaking in the studio.Your studio is where you come
to be creative, so you want it to reflect your personality, with surrounding objects and art that
inspire you. My studio has an area with computer equipment for digital work and an area with an
easel where I can use conventional art materials. Art decorates the walls, and there are sea
shells, flowers, and photos from my travels, in addition to colorful pottery.The hardware and
software tools have matured to a point that artists are able to use them more intuitively and
naturally. Tablets have become more sensitive and easy to use. To make the sensation of
drawing on the computer more natural, the stylus has nibs that give you more sensation. For
instance, one nib gives the feeling of pencil on paper, and the other nib is spring-loaded, giving
the feeling of pushing on a traditional brush with stiff bristles. The iPad and apps such as
Brushes and Art Studio are fun for sketching on location. The programs Painter and Photoshop
have become more intuitive to use, and they can sense more nuances of your hand as you
draw.With the digital tools available today, you can become immersed in the painting process
more completely, into the line, form, and color of your composition, rather than focusing on the
technology when painting on the computer. Think of your digital tools as a new kind of pencil, a
new pastel, a new watercolor, and a new kind of oil paint.Setting Up the Digital Art
StudioPHOTOGRAPH: MELINDA HOLDENWorking directly on a Cintiq interactive displayFirst
of all, a digital artist’s studio is not complete without Painter, Photoshop, and a great-quality
pressure-sensitive tablet. And advances with the iPad and its art applications make the iPad a
fun, useful addition.Photoshop and Painter and Wacom tablets perform well on both Macintosh
and Windows platforms. My first computer was a Mac, and I enjoy the easy-to-use operating
system. Today I use Mac computers for painting and illustration. The processor speed is
important, as are the amount of RAM and the speed of the hard disk.Photoshop and Painter are
“RAM-hungry” applications, so plan to buy lots of RAM for your computer. (My systems have at
least 4GB of RAM.)The display you choose is very important, both for the care of your eyes and
for the quality of your images. Buy the highest-quality display that you can afford. (You’ll need a
minimum of 20 inches and a video card that will support millions of colors.) My studio has 24-
inch flat panel Apple high-definition displays.If you want to use scans in your art, you’ll want to
invest in a high-quality scanner. My choice is the Epson Perfection V750-M Pro. It features 4800
× 9600 dpi resolution and 48-bit color depth, and it can be used to scan reflective art or
transparencies.*If you’d like to shoot digital photos to use for reference or to use in your art, I
recommend a digital SLR, such as the Canon EOS 6D or Nikon D7100.It’s a good idea to invest
in a large external hard drive that you can use to safely back up your files. A CD/DVD burner is
also useful for transferring files and for keeping archives of your work.To create the paintings
described in the book projects, I used Wacom Intuos tablets* and a Cintiq. The Cintiq is a



pressure-sensitive display that allows you to work directly on screen. The Cintiq 13HD, 22HD,
and 24HD sense 2,048 pressure levels.In addition to my conventional sketchbooks, the iPad* is
wonderful for sketching in the studio and on location, and it’s an excellent presentation tool for
showing your artwork.In the studio with the Intuos and iMacI use an iPad 3 with Retina display
for sketching.Finally, my studio has two inkjet printers: an Epson Artisan 1430 (for office work
and small projects up to 13 inches) and an Epson Stylus Pro 4800 for 17-inch-wide fine art
prints.*Also, it’s wise to invest in a large, stable desk and a comfortable chair that has arm rests
and good lower-back support. (My studio has two 40 × 60-inch desks.)Learn More About...*
working with a scanner... pages 124–125* Intuos tablet... pages 44–45* iPad... pages 4, 10–41*
inkjet printers... page 9Sketching on location using an iPad in the shade of an
umbrellaPHOTOGRAPHS: MELINDA HOLDENShading the screen with an umbrella while
painting with an Intuos tablet and laptopSetting up for painting on locationIf you want to enjoy
sketching outside with an iPad or laptop, these tips are for you. The light from the screen won’t
compete with natural sunlight. Plan to find a shady spot to set up or bring an umbrella that you
can use to shield the screen. (A hood is also available for some displays.) I set up on a blanket,
but you might want to use a folding chair. Two of my favorite times to paint are in the early
morning or late afternoon because the shadows are the longest, which contributes to an
interesting composition. The photos above show me sketching on a morning that had a soft
cloud cover. The gray morning light did not produce long shadows, but it did offer other
opportunities, such as the soft gradations in the sky and water and the interesting colors and
forms of the cliffs.Using multiple pensFor more spontaneity while painting, try using two pens
when painting in Painter. You can set your Airbrush stylus to be a Digital Airbrush dipped in a
color—for instance, blue—and set your grip pen to be the Square Soft Pastel dipped in a second
color—green. You can now switch brushes and color quickly by picking up your other pen. If
you’re using two of the same kind of pen, it’s a good idea to label each one so that you can
identify them easily. To get started using two pens, use your first pen to choose a brush variant
and color, and make a stroke. Then use your second stylus to choose a new brush and color,
and make a stroke. Now when you switch back and forth, the pens will automatically help
choose the brush and color.The quick location sketch created on the iPad using BrushesThe
quick location sketch created in Painter using the IntuosSketching on the go. You can enjoy the
freedom of using a portable digital painting studio for working on location. Two favorite tools are
a MacBook and an Intuos tablet. The Intuos tablet supports 2,048 levels of pressure, plus tilt,
angle, direction, and rotation, making the sketching experience very natural.The iPad is fun for
location work because it is a more compact unit that is easy to carry. At this time, the iPad
doesn’t support true pressure sensitivity, but brushmarks can be varied with the speed at which
you draw. (A stylus that simulates pressure sensitivity such as the Pogo Connect* can be used.)
The iPad allows you to work directly on-screen with your fingers or a stylus made for the iPad.
You can create fresh, bold drawings with applications such as Brushes and Art Studio.I painted
the image on the above left with the iPad and Brushes and the image on the right with the Pastel



brushes in Painter. Because the light changes quickly when painting on location, I worked fast,
laying in broad areas of color. For the iPad study using Brushes, I sketched in a similar way to
the project on pages 14–15. For the Painter sketch, I enjoyed sketching with a Square Soft
Pastel and Tapered Pastel. For more texture, I scumbled* using the Square Grainy Pastel.
(These techniques are described throughout this book.) You’ll notice a difference in the texture
in the two images. For instance, the image on the left that was painted with the iPad has a bolder
look, with less subtle texture. The painting on the right shows more delicate paper grain, and the
brushstrokes have more sensitive variation from thick to thin.PHOTOGRAPH: MELINDA
HOLDENSketching on location using my iPad3, in the shade of an umbrellaOptional
nibsOptional stroke nibs are available for the Wacom Grip Pen: a spring-loaded nib that adds
tension that feels like a stiff brush and a felt nib for additional friction between the pen and tablet,
much like conventional pencil on paper.The Power of Color“Light, that first phenomenon of the
world, reveals to us the spirit and living soul of the world through colors.” Painter and color
theorist Johannes Itten’s observation inspires us to think about how color affects not only the
appearance of what we see, but also our emotional response to the subject.A pigment-based
color wheel with 12 colorsLearn More About...* Pogo Connect... page 13* scumbling... pages
103, 140, 143For Mendocino Point, I used dabs of complementary colors in the
shadows.Today’s color tools are so good that you can make an intuitive transition between
traditional color theory and the digital color tools, while enhancing your own personal
expression. In this section, we’ll take familiar traditional terms and have fun applying them using
the digital color tools in Painter and Photoshop.Hue. The hue is the predominant spectral color,
such as yellow or blue-green. Hue indicates a color’s position on the color wheel or spectrum
and tells us the color’s temperature.Saturation. Also known as intensity or chroma, saturation
indicates a color’s purity or strength.Value. A color’s lightness or darkness is its luminance or
value.Tint. You can create a tint of a color (lightening it, or increasing its value) by mixing it with
white or a lighter color; or in the case of transparent washes, you can dilute the color with a clear
medium like water.Shade. You can mix a shade of a color (darkening it, or decreasing its value)
by adding a darker color. To use a tonalist approach, you might want to add dark gray or black. I
carefully observe the shadows when I’m painting; and often build the shadows by adding dabs of
a darker complementary color to them. See “Color Inspiration and Interpretation” on page 193
for more information.A blue color at full saturation (top), and a tint and a shade of the color in
PainterA blue color at full saturation (top), and a tint and a shade of the color in PhotoshopTints,
shades, and saturation in Painter. To choose a hue in Painter from the Color panel, click in the
Hue Ring. To create a tint of the color, move the little circle higher in the Saturation/Value triangle
in the Color panel. To create a shade of a color, move the little circle lower in the Saturation/
Value triangle.To adjust the saturation of the color, move to the right in the Saturation/Value
triangle to increase saturation or move to the left to decrease it.The Color panel in Painter. The
color is shown at full saturation.Tints, shades, and saturation in Photoshop. You can choose a
hue from the Color panel or the Color Picker. I’ve used the Color Picker here because it’s more



intuitive to select a hue and then make a tint or shade of the color. Click on the Foreground Color
in the Toolbox to open the Color Picker and choose a hue in the vertical Color slider. To choose a
tint, click higher in the large Color field and click lower to choose a shade.The Color Picker in
Photoshop. The color is shown at full saturation.To adjust the saturation of a color in Photoshop,
move to the right in the Color field to increase the saturation or move to the left to decrease
it.“Traditional” digital color mixesWith the Mixer, it’s intuitive to apply paint (such as the blue color
shown on the right of the Mixer pad) and then mix tints and shades using colors from the color
wells or the Color panel.Using the Mix Color tool in Painter’s Mixer panel to create tints and
shadesPixels and Image ResolutionImages created in Photoshop and Painter are pixel based.
Pixels are square elements arranged in a grid that builds the image file. The resolution of an
image is determined by the number of pixels per inch (ppi).Resolution is a term that describes
the number of pixels, or the amount of data in a bitmap (raster) image file. Illustrations created in
programs like Adobe Illustrator or Corel Draw are vector based. Vector-based images consist of
mathematical instructions that describe vectors, rather than pixels. Vector graphics are scalable
and transformable, without loss of quality. Pixel-based images, on the other hand, are resolution
dependent, which means that quality can suffer if the image resolution is too low for the size and
method of printing that is used.How will the image be used? Before beginning an illustration, it’s
a good idea to plan ahead: How will you present your image? Will it appear in a book or
magazine that is printed using an offset press? Will it be printed on an inkjet printer at a fine art
service bureau? Will you print your image on your own studio inkjet? Take this planning into
account when you are starting a new file or when you are scanning images (or shooting digital
photos) that you will use to create a composite illustration.Vector images are comprised of
mathematically described paths.Resolution for offset printing. This book was printed using a four-
color commercial offset printing process. I created the images at their final dimensions at a
resolution of 300 pixels per inch. To be printed on an offset press, the square pixels are
converted into a grid of round dots for half tones. The (half tone) line screen used for this book is
150 lpi (lines per inch).Peppers study, painted using PainterTo figure out how large a file you
should start with, you need to know the line screen. Typical line-screen resolutions are 56 lpi
(screen printing), 85 lpi (newspaper), 133 lpi, 150 lpi, and 200 lpi (magazines and books). If your
line screen is 150 lpi, it’s recommended that you multiply the line-screen number (150) by two.
Two is a conservative factor to use, and this would create an image resolution of 300 ppi.The
New dialog box in Photoshop showing the dimensions and the resolutionPeppers study; detail
shown at 300%A 1600% enlargement of a portion of the peppers image showing the grid of
pixelsResolution for inkjet printing. When creating an image file to print on my Epson 2200, I set
up the file at its final dimensions (for instance, 20 × 16 inches), with a resolution between 150–
300 ppi. I’ve not noticed improvement in quality with settings higher than 200 pixels per
inch.Prior to creating an image file that will be printed at a fine art service bureau, speak with
your service bureau representative to find out the equipment requirements. Service bureaus use
equipment from different manufacturers—for instance, Iris, Epson, Hewlett-Packard, and



Roland. The printing equipment might require different resolutions, and some might require that
you convert your RGB file to CMYK color mode (such as the Iris, for instance).*Learn More
About...* inkjet printing... page 9* color modes... page 202Resizing, resampling, and
interpolationThe illustrations below show the Image Size dialog box in Photoshop (Image >
Image Size). Painter has a similar dialog box (Canvas > Resize). The dialog box on the left is set
up to resize an image. Resizing changes the physical dimensions of a file, without changing the
number of pixels in the file. Resampling, however, uses a process called interpolation to
increase or decrease the number of pixels in the file. Resampling can cause softness and
artifacts in a file. It’s recommended not to resample “up” more than 10%. Resampling down is
less harmful to the file, but some sharpening might be needed. When you’re using interpolation,
Photoshop and Painter remap pixels to enlarge or reduce the size of the image. If you enlarge
the image, new pixels are manufactured. Pixels are discarded when you resample to a smaller
size.Resizing an image (left) and resampling (right)Fine Art Printmaking in the StudioMany
affordable alternatives are available for artists who want to proof their images or make fine art
prints in their own studio using archival inks and papers.Today’s desktop inkjet printers deliver
beautiful color prints. The Epson printers (the Stylus Pro 4800 and the Stylus Pro 3880, for
instance) are good printers not only for pulling test prints before sending images to a fine art
service bureau, but also for use in experimental fine art printmaking.The Epson Stylus Pro 3880
ships with a nine-color Epson Ultra Chrome K3 inkset, and it produces water-resistant prints,
especially when used with Epson’s Enhanced Matte or Somerset Velvet for Epson paper. If you’d
like to experiment on them by applying pastel or acrylic paint, these prints will accept the media
without smearing or running.I made an artist proof of Along Tomales Bay on an Stylus Pro
4800Many traditional art papers are now manufactured for digital printmaking—for instance,
Arches, Crane Museo, Somerset, Concorde Rag, and Hahnemuehle’s German Etching papers,
which are available from Cone Editions’ Ink Jet Mall or Digital Art Supplies. Also, new canvases
are available for use with inkjet printers. For instance, check out the artist-grade canvases
available from Digital Art Supplies, located on the web at .Larger format printsIf you’re looking for
a large format printer, the Epson 3880 is an excellent choice. It is a desktop nine-color inkjet
printer that uses the Epson UltraChrome pigmented inks. It handles media from 17 inches wide
and can handle heavier substrates, up to cardboard 1.5 mm thick.Henry Wilhelm has done
important research regarding the longevity of different ink and substrate combinations. A
comparison of longevity with the different inks and papers is available through Wilhelm Imaging
Research, Inc., on the web at .You can find more information on these topics in the “Printmaking
and Archival Concerns” chapter of The Painter Wow! Book.Fine art print studiosYou can order
large exhibition-quality prints from a digital printmaking studio such as Cone Editions Press or
Trillium Press. In the Appendix in the back of this book, you’ll find a selective list of printmakers
that trusted colleagues and I have worked with.2. Sketching on the iPadThink of the iPad as your
mobile digital sketchbookIn the first part of this chapter, you’ll find an overview of my favorite art
applications and styli for the iPad. These beginning and intermediate level projects cover



sketching and studies that can be finalized in Photoshop and Painter. The chapter includes short
projects featuring Brushes, ArtStudio, Sketchbook, Procreate, Adobe Ideas, and Adobe
Photoshop Touch.Think of the iPad as a digital sketchbook that you can take anywhere. An
overview of the projects in this chapter follows: With Brushes, I painted a plein air sketch of the
Cliffs park near our home. It is a study for the painting that is used on the cover of this book. A
second Brushes project incorporates loose sketching from life. In the following projects with
ArtStudio, I sketched a pencil portrait of a friend and painted color studies with dry and wet paint.
For another piece, I used Sketchbook Express to make a pencil sketch of a lizard who lives
nearby and later added color washes to the drawing in Sketchbook Pro. Whenever possible, I
enjoy sketching from life on my iPad. The next project shows a quick figure study in Procreate
using its Pencil and Pastel brushes. While relaxing one Sunday afternoon, I sketched from my
imagination using Adobe Ideas. As I enjoyed the expressive nature of the Brush tool, playful
drawings of dolphins emerged. The Adobe Ideas projects show the drawings and how to color
them. Inspired by my love of Hawaii, its people, and its culture, I designed a collage sketch using
Adobe Photoshop Touch that is featured in the final project in this chapter and in Chapter 14.
The Photoshop Touch sketch is imported into Adobe Photoshop and Painter for
finishing.Favorite iPad Painting ToolsThere are many sketching and painting applications, and
several styli choices for the iPad. Here are some of my favorites.Sketching Apps for the
iPadBrushes. Two of my favorite features of Brushes 3 are the simplicity of its interface and the
efficient controls for making custom brushes. Brushes 3 by Taptrix, Inc. offers two tools, the
Brush and Eraser. You can choose from a selection of brush presets, and adjust the brush size.
After choosing a brush and a color, you can easily finger paint or draw with a stylus on the
screen. Using the brush settings, you can create your own brush presets. It’s also possible to
import photos from the Camera Roll. The free version provides one layer for painting. The $2.99
upgrade for Brushes 3 allows you to use up to 10 layers and also offers layer effects. Brushes 3
also allows you to record the sketching process and you can play back the process of your
drawing. It’s easy to export your drawing to the Camera Roll, Photo Library, and more.Using the
Wet Paintbrush in ArtStudio, I sketched Bird of Paradise.ArtStudio. A full-featured painting
application, Lucky Clan’s ArtStudio features a versatile array of brushes. One of my favorites is
the Wet Paint Brush, which allows you to apply paint and blend. You can make adjustments to a
brush and save your custom brush as a favorite. ArtStudio also boasts a Smudge tool that is
very helpful for blending tones and colors. After choosing a brush and a color, you can paint with
your finger or draw onscreen with a stylus. It’s also possible to import photos from the Camera
Roll and edit them using selections and effects. Exporting files from ArtStudio is easy; just
choose Export from the File menu and Export your image as a JPEG, PNG, or PSD file to your
photos, email, and more.Procreate. A full-featured program, Procreate offers an intuitive
interface and quick performance. Easily accessible sliders allow you to adjust the size of your
brush and opacity as you work. The color picker, layer options, and quick zoom functionality are
easy to use. My favorite features are its variety of responsive brush tools and its ability to blend



or smudge paint which is lacking in some other apps. When you’re ready, you can export the
image to your Photo Library, email, and moreSketchbook. Autodesk’s SketchBook offers a good
variety of drawing tools, including pencils, pens, and markers, with an intuitive interface. A few
favorite features are its drawing tools—especially the Pencils—and the ease of working with
layers and transparency.Using pencils and brushes in Sketchbook Pro, I drew Fence Lizard,
shown here as a detail.In Sketchbook Express, files can be exported to your Photo Library, Face-
book, Twitter, or to a printer. The Pro version also allows sharing via email, Flicker, Dropbox, and
more. With a stylus, you can create quick sketches or more involved studies.Adobe Ideas.
Adobe Ideas shines as a versatile vector application for inking sketches and drawings. I
appreciate its efficient interface and the quickness of the tools. Adobe Ideas boasts several
drawing tools: the pencil, brush, marker, and pen. Other tools include the eraser, paint bucket,
colors, and layers. Additionally, images from the photo library can be imported into Adobe Ideas,
and you can also access the onboard camera. After creating your image, it can be imported into
Adobe Illustrator as a vector file.Adobe Photoshop Touch. I appreciate the ease with which you
can create sketches with photo imagery, layers, and special effects on your iPad with Adobe
Photoshop Touch. Then you can open the file in Adobe Photoshop and complete your
vision.Ipad Stylus IdeasSome artists enjoy finger painting on their iPad and achieve good
results. I usually use a stylus because more precision can be achieved. However, more pressure
is required to draw a stroke with a stylus, as the tip of the stylus needs to compress a bit. Here
are a few styli that work well for me.Wacom Bamboo Solo. Wacom offers three Bamboo styli for
the iPad: the Solo, Duo, and Pocket versions. I prefer the Solo and recommend it for sketching.
The Wacom Bamboo Solo has a good weight and feel.Nomadbrush Flex. From Nomad-brush,
the Flex paintbrush stylus features a synthetic brush tip with a smooth touch. I like the fluid
control and natural feeling that the brush tip gives while sketching.Pogo Connect. From Ten One
Design, the Pogo Connect uses Bluetooth to simulate pressure sensitivity with compatible
applications. The button on the side acts as an “Undo” button in many apps. The stylus requires
a AAA battery. To set up the stylus, down-load the free pairing app and connect. Each app has
its own simple method of connecting with the stylus, usually found in iPad “Settings” or
preferences within the app. I found the simulated pressure sensitivity exciting, but it was
challenging to achieve consistently. This stylus requires more pressure applied to display a
brushstroke.Using Brushes 3 for a Quick Color SketchBrushes 3 overview. Brushes has two
basic tools, the Brush and Eraser. When you launch Brushes; the Gallery page appears. To
create a new file, tap the + icon. A new empty image is created. In the painting file, a toolbar
along the bottom of the screen allows you to access tools, from left to right: the Color Well,
Brush, Eraser Settings, Size slider, Undo, Redo, Effects, and Layers icons.Brushes records your
process as you sketch. You can replay a painting by choosing its thumbnail in the Gallery,
opening the file, and tapping the play icon.To export an image from Brushes, tap the Sharing
icon. You can save the file to your photos, email it, share to Facebook, and more.Try out a variety
of brushes.The composition sketch drawn in dark gray1 Trying out brushes and drawing a



sketch. The color study featured in this project is a plein air sketch for a painting that I created in
Painter with a Wacom tablet. To begin, create a new image file. Tap the Color Well to open the
Color panel and choose a color. Tap the Brush Settings icon to open the Brush Settings panel;
then choose a brush preset. Experiment by making marks with a variety of the brush
presets.Choosing a dark gray in the Color panelFor a brush that draws textured marks similar to
charcoal or pastel, I chose the third preset down from the top, and I chose a dark gray color.
Make practice marks to get a feel for the brush. (You can tap the Undo icon to remove your
practice marks.) When you’re comfortable with the brush, draw a loose sketch.Selecting a preset
in the Brushes panelUsing varied blues to paint the sky and waterLaying in base colors on the
hills and plantsThe finished rough color study2 Painting with color. This color study is drawn on
location. The composition, shapes, and color notes are important inspiration for a painting that I
later created in Painter at my studio. The loose study shows the general composition,
movement, color, and lighting.When you’re satisfied with your sketch, choose a warm blue color
for the sky. Using the Size slider, increase the size of your brush and then loosely paint color
onto the sky. For the feeling of clouds, use curved strokes. For the water, choose a cooler blue,
and paint with more horizontal strokes.3 Adding texture and details. Take time to examine your
study. Does the composition need refinement?For more drama in the sketch and to enhance its
focal point, I added touches of light purple to the sky. Then, to balance the color, I carried it into
the foreground by painting small, loose strokes of purple onto the shaded areas of the
foreground plants. I changed the shape and size of the two plants in the midground, and painted
ochre and gold on the hill to separate the two plants. To finish, I added short, energetic strokes of
light green to the sunlit areas of the plants.This study is used as inspiration for a painting created
with Painter later in the book. To export your study from Brushes, press the Share icon and add it
to your photos or save it as a JPEG and email it to yourself.Good work! You have completed this
project. On the next spread, we will work with Pencils in Brushes.Sampling color from the image
in BrushesPosition your finger or stylus over the color you want to sample; then tap and hold.
The Eyedropper tool will appear showing the updated color in its ring and in the color swatch
and color picker.Sampling color using the EyedropperMaking a Pencil and Sketching in Brushes
31 Setting up for sketching. We will explore brushes, sketch, and make a pencil. Begin by
opening a new image. Tap the Color Well to open the Color panel and choose a dark gray. Tap
the Brush Settings icon to open the Brushes panel, and then choose the third preset from the
top. The Brush panel should look like the illustration to the right. Make practice marks to get a
feel for the brush.Now let’s make a pencil. Make a copy of the brush so you can create your own
brush, and preserve the original. To make a copy, tap the square icon with the + (plus) a copy
appears. Select the copy and click the tiny arrow to the right of the brush preset to open its
settings.The thicker strokes on the top are drawn with the default brush. The thinner strokes are
drawn with the custom pencil.First we’ll change the tip. The brush tips are located in the scrolling
menu at the top. Change the shape from square to round. Adjust the sliders as follows: Increase
Hardness to 100; increase Intensity to 56; set Dynamic Angle at 39; set Dynamic Weight at 63;



and reduce Dynamic Intensity to 8.Choosing the brush preset in the BrushesThe default settings
for the brush presetQuick sketches of Marika and Sable drawn from observation using the new
custom pencilWhen you’re finished making adjustments, click the Brushes button to return to the
Brushes presets. You will see your new brush in the list. Make practice marks with your new
pencil. If you’d like to make more adjustments, open the preset settings again and adjust the
sliders.The settings for the custom pencil2 Sketching with the pencil. Now that you’re
comfortable with the pencil, draw loose, expressive sketches. The lines will vary thickness with
the speed that you draw them. Start out with a lighter gray, and build up to a darker tone. I
sketched our cats, Marika and Sable. For the quick sketches shown above, I varied the size of
the pencil from about 5–8 pixels using the Size slider.The new custom pencil in the Brushes
panelGood work! You have completed the mini-projects with Brushes. In the next project, we will
work with ArtStudio.Sketching a Pencil Portrait Using ArtStudioArtStudio overview. When you
launch ArtStudio, by default a new, blank image opens. The interface is well organized: there’s
the top menu, right toolbar and left toolbar, with mark-making tools on the left and color
swatches on the right. The left and right toolbars are scrollable. Drag to scroll and reveal more
tools and colors. The bottom toolbar features Favorite Brushes, Layers, Brush Size, Brush
Opacity and Undo / Redo. To choose a drawing tool, tap a tool icon, such as the Pencil. To
choose a color, tap the top color swatch; the Color Editor panel opens. In the panel, tap a swatch
to choose it, or tap and drag to choose a color in the light and saturation field (the large square).
You can also mix a new color using the sliders.ArtStudio features the Pencil, Wet Paint Brush,
Paint Brush, Spray Paint, Dots, Eraser, Smudge, Bucket Fill, Gradient, Text, Clone, Heal,
Dodge / Burn and Eyedropper tools. Tapping twice on the Pencil icon brings up the Pencil
settings window, in which you can choose a different tip, and edit the Blur, Size, Opacity, and
more. Each tool has its own settings window.Painting brushstrokes with the Pencil, Wet Paint
Brush, and Paint Brush1 Exploring drawing tools. For this project, we will explore brushes and
sketch a portrait. Begin by opening a new file. Tap the color icon to open the Color Editor and
choose a color. (I chose a dark gray.) Tap the Pencil icon to choose it. Draw a wavy line using
100% opacity; then reduce the opacity to about 70% and make a second stroke. For the sketch,
we will use the Pencil at reduced opacity. Now tap the Wet Paint Brush to choose it. Choose a
bright red color. Explore making strokes with the Wet Paint Brush. Access the Wet Paint Brush
settings by double-tapping the tool. Experiment with the different tips. Next, choose a rusty
brown. Tap the Paint Brush tool to choose it, and practice making brushstrokes.Choosing a dark
gray in the Color EditorThe Wet Paint Brush settings. The top left tip is selected.The rough
sketch with light pencilSketching shapes and formsThe final portrait sketch2 Sketching a portrait
with pencil. For a look of creamy traditional paper, I filled the background layer with a light brown.
Mix a light color in the Color Editor and then choose Edit > Fill Layer. For this portrait drawing, I
began by sketching from life. Find a friend to sit for you or use a photo for reference. Position
your model near a window, showing a straight-on view or a three-quarter view with natural light
coming from one side. If no window is available, a lamp with a soft light will do.Before you begin,



carefully study the form of the head. Imagine the head as a three-dimensional oval in space.
Imagine the eyes as three-dimensional balls that sit in the sockets. Study the negative space
around the head to help define the edges of the face. Study the proportions, for instance the
horizontal distance between the eyes and the vertical distances of the forehead, then from the
eyes to the tip of the nose and to the lips and chin.Begin by using a low-opacity pencil to sketch
an oval for the basic head shape. Draw loosely. Starting with a low-opacity gray, slowly build up
to darker tones as you go. I varied the size of the pencil from about 8–15 pixels using the Size
slider, and varied the opacity from 50–80% over the course of the drawing.For a fresh,
expressive look, all the pencil strokes are hatched, not smudged or blended. I used a
combination of “sketchy line” style* and contour drawing,* along with subtle cross-hatching* for
modeling forms.Learn More About...* “sketchy line” style... page 89* contour drawing.. page 89*
cross-hatching... page 1163 Refining the drawing. When you’re ready to refine your drawing,
zoom in to an area such as the eyes (pinch the screen outward with two fingers to zoom), and
sketch the details. I wanted this portrait drawing to be fresh and loose, so I did not draw tight,
constrained details.Zoom back out and take a careful look at your drawing. Would your drawing
benefit from having a few lines along the edge of the face strengthened? Would you like to add
shading on the planes of the face?For a subtle, expressive look and added dimension, I used
subtle contour lines in conjunction with cross-hatching. This is most noticeable along the left
side of the face. To finish, I added a few darker strokes on the hair, lips, and eyes.Painting a
Color Study Using ArtStudio1 Conceiving the project and trying out brushes. For this project, the
objective is to create a landscape with bold, flat areas of color. You will begin by sketching in
color with a brush, then lay in flat areas of color over the sketch. You can work from a reference,
paint from your imagination, or sketch from observation, in plein air. Your reference could be a
traditional sketch you have drawn or a photograph. For the Mountain View study, an inspiration
was a previously painted plein air study, and I also painted from my imagination.These strokes
were painted with four painting tools (left to right), Wet Paint Brush, Paint Brush, Paint Brush with
Smudge, and Dots.The loose brush sketchExplore making different kinds of brushstrokes using
the Wet Paint Brush and Paint Brush. The Smudge tool allows you to push and pull color. With
the Dots brush, you can add texture to your artwork.The Wet Paint Brush is a round brush that
paints brushstrokes like an oval brush with a bristly tip. In Wet Paint Brush settings, its default
Wetness value is 85%. The Wetness allows you to lay down a new color over existing paint and
subtly blend the two colors. The Paint Brush performs like a flat brush, and it is useful for laying
down color quickly.2 Choosing color and sketching. To begin, choose File > New to open a new
image, and choose a color that will coordinate well with the color theme you plan to use. (I chose
a light blue.) To edit the color, tap the blue color swatch to choose it; then tap the top color
swatch to open the Color Editor. Lighten the blue by moving the cursor to the left in the color
field. When you’ve chosen your color, tap outside the Color Editor to close it. Now tap the Paint
Brush to choose it. Using the Paint Brush at 100% opacity, draw a loose, expressive
sketch.Choosing a light blue using the Color Editor. The Paint Brush is chosen in the left



toolbar.Painting base colors on the sky and mountains in the backgroundPainting brighter areas
of color on the mid-ground hillsPainting color over color to refine shapes and linear accents in
the landscape3 Laying in base colors. When your sketch is as you like it, begin to lay in broad
areas of color. Use the Paint Brush to brush color areas on to your painting. Don’t focus on
details at this stage but on creating interesting color shapes. As you work, you can change the
size of your brush using the Brush Size slider near the bottom of your screen. Colors with less
saturation and contrast will recede, whereas bolder colors with saturation and contrast will come
forward. For the distant hills, I mixed a medium-toned gray green.Mixing a gray green in the
Color Editor. The New Color and Current Color are also shown in the Color icon on the right
toolbar.4 Painting color over color. As you paint, enhance your composition by adding more color
areas. I worked from the background to the foreground, working in brighter colors and more
contrast, as I refined the composition.The Paint Brush is a flat brush that paints a stroke with
fairly even thickness, with a bristled, square tip. By painting over the trailing edge of a
brushstroke, you can achieve the look of a tapered stroke, as I did in the illustrations showing the
background mountains, above.Saving your own colorsUsing the Color Editor in ArtStudio, you
can mix a color and save the new color into a color swatch. Choose a new color. Drag and drop
your new color onto a square in the Color Editor.Dragging a new color onto a color square in the
Color EditorSwapping colorsIn ArtStudio, to swap Color 1 and Color 2, double-tap on the Colors
icon in the right toolbar. (The Colors icon shows color 1 and color 2 in a diagonally split color
square.)Blocking in color on the mid-ground and foreground5 Refining the composition. A
natural hand-drawn look is important to the style of Mountain View. In this step you will analyze
your composition and then add final details and texture.Step back and take a careful look at your
composition. Does your eye meander, traveling from the background to the foreground in an
interesting way? Are the shapes and colors that you have painted pleasing to your eye? At this
point, I decided to make changes to the hills and foliage on the right side of my study. I repainted
the large, dark green area, adding an area of lighter green. And I also painted more areas of
darker green so the dark green foliage shapes would echo one another and step forward in the
composition.In this detail, you can see the base color on the hills and lake.I used the Smudge
tool to smudge and “pull” the orange paint into a tapered linear accent.You can use the Smudge
tool to pull and blend color. The Smudge tool is located in the left toolbar. Here, I used it to
finesse the two light orange brushstrokes in the center of the painting. Position the tool over the
area you want to refine, and pull in the direction you want the stroke to taper.The completed
Mountain View study with texture accentsArtStudio has preset brushes that allow you to add
interesting touches of texture. To complete the piece, I used the Dots tool (located in the left
toolbar) to paint interesting textures onto the foreground sand and to add a shimmery look to the
blue water.For the texture on the foreground sand and on the darker water, I used the Dots
tool.Good work! You’ve completed this project. In the next project, we will work with the Wet
Paint Brush in ArtStudio.Saving a new brush in ArtStudioYou can save a customized brush as a
Favorite in ArtStudio by tapping the Heart icon to open the Favorite Brushes list, choosing Add,



and then naming your new brush. The new brush will appear in Favorites.Making a soft, streaky
Paint BrushThe Paint Brush in ArtStudio applies color and can paint beautiful streaky strokes
with a careful touch. To make a softer, streaky brush, tap the Paint Brush to open its Settings. By
default, the top footprint is chosen. For a softer, expressive streaky stroke, try the fourth choice
from the left.Painting with Wet Paint in ArtStudio1 Starting with a pencil sketch. For this project,
we will create a painterly color study, beginning with a sketch. You can work from a reference, or
sketch from observation, as I did. Choose a simple subject with good lighting (such as a flower
with leaves). We will begin by making a pencil sketch, and then block in color directly over the
drawing.The Wet Paint Brush settingsThe expressive pencil sketchPainting directly over the
sketchTake a good look at your subject, and observe its linear aspects, its movement, and its
forms. The negative space—the space around the subject—is important to viewing and painting
the subject. For my study, I chose a Bird of Paradise plant and sketched from observation.When
you’re ready to begin drawing, create a new file. Choose the Pencil tool in the left toolbar and
size it to about 12 pixels. Choose a color. (I chose a medium gray.) Begin by sketching lightly,
and slowly build a descriptive pencil sketch.2 Painting the background. When your sketch is
ready, choose the Wet Paint Brush in the left toolbar. The Wet Paint Brush is a round brush that
paints brushstrokes similar to a traditional oval brush with a bristly tip. The Wetness feature in
this brush allows you to apply new wet paint that blends with the existing paint on your image.In
the case of my subject, the background was dark without many details, and the subject was lit by
the sunlight. Beginning with the space around your subject, enjoy applying paint with the smeary
brush. Paint the background simply, so the focus will be on the center of interest. I painted varied
dark blues and greens for my background.Laying in more color and modeling formsThe
completed color study of the Bird of Paradise3 Modeling the forms and adding details. When
your background is roughed in, begin painting your subject. Lay in the base colors first; then add
touches of deeper color for the shadows and lighter colors for the highlights. Let your
brushstrokes follow the forms.When the basic colors and forms are laid in, take a careful look at
your composition. What areas need to be refined? Does the center of interest need a brighter
highlight or more saturated color? Zoom in on your image to finesse details. In areas with the
brightest sunlight, I brightened highlights along the edges of the flower petals using a small Wet
Paint Brush. Then I mixed a more saturated blue-purple in the Color Editor, and applied it to the
rounded base of the Bird of Paradise flower. Using multiple bands of color, I subtly modeled the
base of the flower and the leaves. The reflected light under the blue and purple flower base was
interesting, and I painted it using a small Wet Paint Brush.To finish, add painterly touches to the
edges of your background using the Wet Paint Brush. Choose white in the Color Editor, and
loosely paint back in to the edges of your image. Using the smeary Wet Paint Brush, I worked
back and forth with white, dark blue, and dark green for the look of flickering rays of light shining
along the top edges of the study.Congratulations! You have completed the projects with
ArtStudio. In the next section we will work with Sketchbook.The Photoshop and Painter Artist
Tablet BookCreative Techniques in Digital Painting Using Wacom and the iPadCher Threinen-
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watercolor paperAgaves on the Edge, Summer, painted using the Artists’ Oils medium in Painter
IX using location sketches for referenceAbout the Author and ArtistHand-working a digital print
of Path to Water, North using soft pastelAn award-winning artist and author, Cher Threinen-
Pendarvis has always worked with traditional art tools. A native Californian, her artwork is a
reflection of the inspiring travels she has made with her family around the Pacific Rim—Hawaii,
the Philippines, Japan, and China, to name a few. Her mother, Wanda, was also an artist, and
their times of sitting together and drawing on location was especially inspiring to Cher as she
developed her interest in plein-air painting. Painting on location has also brought her closer to
her community in San Diego, where she has lived most of her life, because of her volunteer
efforts to help protect the Sunset Cliffs Natural Park—a place she often paints.A pioneer in
digital art, Cher has created illustrations using the Macintosh computer for more than two
decades. (Some of her early drawings with a mouse can be seen in the gallery at the back of the
book.) She has been widely recognized for her mastery of Painter, Photoshop, and the Wacom
pressure-sensitive tablet, and has used these electronic tools since they were first released.



Exercising her passion for Painter’s artist tools, Cher has worked as a consultant and demo-
artist for the developers of Painter. Her artwork has been exhibited worldwide, and her articles
and art have been published in many books and periodicals. Cher holds a BFA with Highest
Honors and Distinction in Art specializing in painting and printmaking, and she is a member of
the San Diego Museum of Art Artist Guild and the Point Loma Artists Association. She has
taught Painter and Photoshop workshops around the world, and is principal of the consulting
firm Cher Threinen Design. Cher is author of all 10 editions of the highly-praised volume of
techniques and inspiration, The Painter Wow! Book.To learn more about Cher, please visit her
Web site at .Borrego, a traditional watercolor painted in plein air on Arches cold-pressed
watercolor paperAgaves on the Edge, Summer, painted using the Artists’ Oils medium in Painter
IX using location sketches for referenceForewordPHOTOGRAPH: JEFF SCHEWEThe
computer, in one way or another, touches every facet of our daily lives. Most households today
have a computer. Usually it is used to perform the basic functions of today’s technology-driven
society: email, access to the Internet, work and, of course, games. The computer also puts at
your disposal the tools that allow you to be creative.Whether we admit it or not, we all possess a
left side to our brain. We all share a creative side. Some take advantage and pursue that calling
in the form of photography, whether it’s taking photos with a simple point-and-shoot camera or
with a truckload of expensive equipment.If painting is one’s pursuit, the media choices can
range from a simple pencil to a collection of the finest oil paints. The computer has opened
enormous opportunities, with new tools that once we could only dream about. From an endless
collection of paintbrushes to a piece of chalk in any possible color, every tool for the
photographer and painter is available when you need them, at the touch of a button. All without
the need for toxic darkroom chemicals or paint thinners or the smell that goes with them. Did I
mention no clean-up afterwards?For traditionally trained painters and photo retouchers,
technology, like the Wacom pressure-sensitive tablet, has reached a point where the very tool
that is held by the hand to interact with the computer looks and feels like a pen. Devices such as
the Wacom Cintiq now let you work directly on the screen as if you were standing before an
easel and canvas. Yes, there is a learning curve. All this great stuff, but how do you use it?
Standing in the computer graphics books section of a bookstore makes you feel like you’re
standing in front of a haystack faced with the task of finding a needle. If you happened to pick up
this book, then you can stop searching. Let me tell you what sets this book apart from the rest.
One of the things that make this book so crucial for tackling that learning curve is the level of
detail that Cher has gone into to help you master these tools. Most important is how she makes
it easy to understand what is being taught.Cher Threinen-Pendarvis is an artist who I have had
the pleasure of calling my friend since the computer screen measured only nine inches and
offered pixels that were either black or white. I have seen her talent and vision evolve through
many years of dedication and exploration of graphics software and digital tools.Many companies
that produce graphics software and hardware have commissioned her to demonstrate the
features of their products. Cher’s vast experience, coupled with her amazing talent for teaching,



has produced a book that will be of tremendous help to you for mastering these digital tools. The
many illustrations throughout the book clearly demonstrate the point being made and are
beautiful to look at. It’s great just to have in your collection.Many do have a talent but never had
any training. Others might not have great talent but enjoy playing. In either case, a little education
can make a vast difference in the end result. That’s where this book comes in.Cher comes from
a traditional background with training in the fundamentals of art. Composition and shading are
terms that rarely enter the vocabulary of the average person, yet are so vital to the creation of a
piece of artwork—these are the subjects she lives with.What she is doing with this book is filling
in those educational gaps that the average computer user is hampered by. Cher is an educator.
But that is not the whole story. She makes each project a personal experience. She starts with
the inspiration. What she sees and feels about her subjects. The steps she takes in preparing for
the task ahead. She then takes you on a detailed journey to the finished product.If you have ever
attended any of her seminars or heard her speak at a trade show, you know how eloquently she
can dispense information. She has a soothing voice, yet it conveys the excitement she feels
about the digital medium. I see her as a female Bob Ross painting “Happy Trees” while
eliminating the stress of everyday life. Somehow she has managed to transfer the patience and
understanding she demonstrates as a teacher onto the words in this book.As an expert in both
Photoshop and Painter, Cher shows you the processes for effects from within either program or
a combination of the two. She guides you through the nuances achieved by the use of pressure-
sensitive tablets. Then she teaches you how to take your concepts beyond the obvious—to that
realm where creativity takes on a life of its own.As I mentioned earlier, there are bountiful
illustrations throughout the book that take you clearly through the processes she is explaining.
This book is the art class you never took and wish you had. It might not make you a
Michelangelo, but it will give you an understanding of the basics of art. It will give you the
confidence to take your doodles to the next level.Painting on a computer with a tablet can seem
complex, but Cher brings it down to a manageable level so you can use them to let your creative
juices run wild.I have no doubt you will refer to this book over and over again, not just for the
techniques but also for inspiration.Bert MonroyBerkeley, California,
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when you need them, at the touch of a button. All without the need for toxic darkroom chemicals
or paint thinners or the smell that goes with them. Did I mention no clean-up afterwards?For
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sensitive tablet, has reached a point where the very tool that is held by the hand to interact with
the computer looks and feels like a pen. Devices such as the Wacom Cintiq now let you work
directly on the screen as if you were standing before an easel and canvas. Yes, there is a
learning curve. All this great stuff, but how do you use it?Standing in the computer graphics
books section of a bookstore makes you feel like you’re standing in front of a haystack faced with
the task of finding a needle. If you happened to pick up this book, then you can stop searching.
Let me tell you what sets this book apart from the rest. One of the things that make this book so
crucial for tackling that learning curve is the level of detail that Cher has gone into to help you
master these tools. Most important is how she makes it easy to understand what is being
taught.Cher Threinen-Pendarvis is an artist who I have had the pleasure of calling my friend
since the computer screen measured only nine inches and offered pixels that were either black
or white. I have seen her talent and vision evolve through many years of dedication and
exploration of graphics software and digital tools.Many companies that produce graphics
software and hardware have commissioned her to demonstrate the features of their products.
Cher’s vast experience, coupled with her amazing talent for teaching, has produced a book that
will be of tremendous help to you for mastering these digital tools. The many illustrations
throughout the book clearly demonstrate the point being made and are beautiful to look at. It’s
great just to have in your collection.Many do have a talent but never had any training. Others
might not have great talent but enjoy playing. In either case, a little education can make a vast
difference in the end result. That’s where this book comes in.Cher comes from a traditional
background with training in the fundamentals of art. Composition and shading are terms that
rarely enter the vocabulary of the average person, yet are so vital to the creation of a piece of
artwork—these are the subjects she lives with.What she is doing with this book is filling in those
educational gaps that the average computer user is hampered by. Cher is an educator. But that
is not the whole story. She makes each project a personal experience. She starts with the
inspiration. What she sees and feels about her subjects. The steps she takes in preparing for the
task ahead. She then takes you on a detailed journey to the finished product.If you have ever
attended any of her seminars or heard her speak at a trade show, you know how eloquently she
can dispense information. She has a soothing voice, yet it conveys the excitement she feels
about the digital medium. I see her as a female Bob Ross painting “Happy Trees” while
eliminating the stress of everyday life. Somehow she has managed to transfer the patience and
understanding she demonstrates as a teacher onto the words in this book.As an expert in both
Photoshop and Painter, Cher shows you the processes for effects from within either program or
a combination of the two. She guides you through the nuances achieved by the use of pressure-
sensitive tablets. Then she teaches you how to take your concepts beyond the obvious—to that
realm where creativity takes on a life of its own.As I mentioned earlier, there are bountiful



illustrations throughout the book that take you clearly through the processes she is explaining.
This book is the art class you never took and wish you had. It might not make you a
Michelangelo, but it will give you an understanding of the basics of art. It will give you the
confidence to take your doodles to the next level.Painting on a computer with a tablet can seem
complex, but Cher brings it down to a manageable level so you can use them to let your creative
juices run wild.I have no doubt you will refer to this book over and over again, not just for the
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inspired to write this book because I have enjoyed using digital art tools for more than two
decades, and I am amazed by how the tools have matured and become more sensitive and user-
friendly. One of the main inspirations for the book comes from the new form of creativity that the
tablet and stylus give to artists. Without them, we could not enjoy painting sensitive brushwork in
Photoshop and Painter—two programs that are continuously maturing with each release.
Although this book has been written for those readers using Painter X3 and Photoshop CS6 and
earlier versions, the lessons are all presented in a way that can be applied to future releases of
the software.Who This Book Is For. I have written this book for artists, illustrators, photographers,
and designers of all levels who want to tap the creative power of using a tablet with Photoshop
and Painter and develop their own style of painting with these applications. Whether you are an
experienced artist or are just beginning to dabble and are nervous about your artistic skills, the
computer can help you reach new freedom and confidence. If you are an experienced artist, you
can paint from life using the eye-to-hand coordination that you developed as an artist. If you
don’t feel confident drawing from scratch, this book offers exercises that will give you practice.
Painting using a computer is more forgiving than most conventional media because you can
draw or assemble a composition and save multiple versions as you work. You can try new
approaches to your composition, undo without ruining your work, and open a previously saved
version and begin again from that point. So much is possible with the computer.Drawing using a
good quality tablet and cordless stylus is completely free and natural whether you draw from life,
from memory, or use a reference. The art tools and hardware have become so good in recent
years that you can work with the new tools and become immersed in the creative process in
much the same way that you can using traditional tools.Conch Shell Study shows the sensitive
shading that is possible using an Intuos tablet and pastel presets in PhotoshopUsing oil brushes
and texture-sensitive pastel brushes in Painter, I painted Downstream Path, Summer, shown
here as a detail.The Artist’s Digital Tools. Painter, Photoshop, the stylus and tablet, and the iPad
and its apps are new “mark-making” tools in a long ancestral line of art tools. Early artists drew
scenes of their daily life on the walls of their cave homes using charcoal from their cooking fires
and paint made from clay and natural tints on the surfaces of stones. Later, many kinds of wet
paint media (such as oil-based paint) and dry media (such as pencils and pastels) were
invented. With the invention of photography, artists were able to develop a keener eye as they
captured their visions with a camera. And for centuries, artists have found printmaking
processes like etching and intaglio to be important for their craft.Drawn by handTo keep your
hand-to-eye coordination in practice, it’s a good idea to keep a sketchbook with you at all times.
This is also useful for recording details that inspire you and for making notes. You might also
enjoy using your iPad, or laptop, tablet, and pen, for sketching. In Chapter 1 you’ll find
information about setting up for drawing on location.Today, think of your stylus and the brushes
in Painter and Photoshop, and the iPad and its art tools as a new kind of pencil, a new kind of
charcoal, a new kind of watercolor paint, a new oil paint, and more!Digital to conventionalA study
painted on the computer can also be used as a reference for artwork done with conventional



tools. My husband, Steve, is a surfboard builder. We often draw studies on the computer, make
large prints, and then use them as references when painting on surfboards using acrylic paint. I
have also used my digital studies as references for traditional art on paper or canvas, painted
using conventional media.Photoshop is an essential tool for illustrators and artists who want to
do retouching, compositing, color correction, painting, and more. If you draw and paint, Painter is
an essential tool because of the realism of its natural media brushes, textures, its unique special
effects, and the tactile feel of its paint media. The portability between the two programs has
become very good, and they complement one another. The tablet and stylus are really the
bridge between your expressive hand and the computer. They give you the freedom to produce
pressure-sensitive brushwork in Painter and Photoshop. The iPad and its art tools allow you to
sketch freely in your studio or on location. When used together, these tools are capable of
making your artwork reflect your creative intent.Approach. This book is not a replacement for the
documentation that ships with the tablet, Photoshop, Painter, or the iPad and its apps, and it
doesn’t cover every function of these products. Instead, it focuses on features related to drawing
and painting such as sketching with the iPad; assembling brushes and paint in Photoshop and
Painter; choosing brushes that change their brushstroke shape, opacity, or texture based on
hand movement; and customizing brushes to work better with a tablet and pen.This detail of
Punta San Antonio, Spring features brushwork that enhances the center of interest.Using
photography creatively with paintingArtists such as Leonardo da Vinci and Jan Vermeer were
known to use the camera obscura and other similar devices to help them sketch out proportions
quickly in their compositions. In the nineteenth century, Eugene Delacroix, Edgar Degas,
Thomas Eakins, and others used the camera as a reference source. Contemporary artists have
used the technique of projecting a slide on their canvas as they lay out their compositions.A
photograph can be an aid and an inspiration, but try not to fall into the practice of copying the
entire photograph. Instead, I suggest pulling elements from the photograph that you want in your
composition. To create a great image, you need to carefully study your subject and pay attention
to elements such as highlight and shadow, form, and modeling. In Chapters 10, 13, and 14, I’ll
show you how to use a photo for reference and how to incorporate several elements into a
composition.If you are a photographer who wants to add brushwork to your images, the
exercises in Chapters 5–8 will be helpful to you. These chapters will help you practice good
methods of visualizing your subject and hand-to-eye coordination, and your ability to render line
and form will improve. As you work, you’ll gain practice in how to see the forms and how to paint
brushstrokes that will reveal the forms. If you want to paint over your photos, you’ll learn
techniques for thinking about your subject and its forms and modeling them. This experience will
be evident in your work.The Photoshop and Painter Artist Tablet Book covers composition, line,
tone and form, creative use of color, and more. In the early chapters of this book, you’ll have an
opportunity to express yourself using different approaches to drawing (such as contour and
gesture) using your stylus and tablet with Painter and Photoshop. Following the exercises on
linear drawing, you’ll find projects that will give you practice with modeling form, using value and



tone. Then you’ll discover projects that will help you improve your compositions, for instance, by
enhancing the focal point in a painting, by simulating canvas and paper, using mixed media, and
more.Record the light of the momentBecause light changes so quickly when you’re painting on
location, you can record the light as it was at that moment by shooting a digital photo and then
use the photo as a reference to help remember the lighting in your scene when you get back to
your studio. However, in my opinion, the digital photo will not replace the experience of creating
elements for your painting on location. I recommend taking the time to at least do a composition
drawing and make color notes while on location.The projects in the book are presented with
color illustrations that are my own creations. You may prefer different subject matter or work in a
different style, but these illustrations are intended to show you how to apply the techniques to
use in your own work. I hope you enjoy the artwork, creative thought processes, and techniques
in this book.Color and valueWill your colored painting hold up in black and white? When I
painted this pastel painting in color, I massed the darker shapes together toward the right side
and in the foreground as part of the composition design. To make sure I achieved a full range of
tones—from the darkest values in the shadows to accents of white in the highlights—I squinted
my eyes to blur the image, visually reducing it to dark and light shapes. Then I added deeper
values and brighter highlights where needed. Notice how the composition holds up when
converted to black and white.Path to Water, North was begun on location (using a laptop,
Wacom tablet, and Painter) at Sunset Cliffs Natural Park in San Diego, California. It was painted
with the Pastel and Chalk brushes in Painter.How to Use This BookAn overview and artist
statement are located facing the featured art on the opening spreads.So that you can read
through the development of an art project without getting bogged down with too many technical
details, I designed The Photoshop and Painter Artist Tablet Book using a modular
approach.Each chapter begins with an overview of what you’ll learn in the chapter. The chapter
overview is followed by an artist statement about the drawing or painting projects. The artist
statement is identified by an artist palette. Throughout the chapters you’ll also find more artist
statements and tips identified by the artist palette.After the overview page at the beginning of
each project, you’ll find an Artist’s Materials box that contains the tools that you’ll use in the
project. Right above the Artist’s Materials box, you’ll see sample brushstrokes that will let you
know how the brushes listed in the Artist’s Materials box will perform using your stylus and paint.
To make it easy to identify which application you’ll be using for a project, each Artist’s Materials
box is color-coded—a lavender-purple for Photoshop and a teal-green for Painter.Throughout
the book you’ll find helpful Learn More About boxes that will help you find more information
about the topics being discussed. When you encounter an orange asterisk after a term or at the
end of a sentence, check the Learn More About box on the spread for an entry related to the
term or concept discussed in the text.Sprinkled throughout the book, you’ll find four kinds of
sidebars. The sidebars are identified by an artist palette (as described earlier), a hand with a
stylus, an eye, and a paint can. The artist palette (shown earlier) identifies a conceptual tip from
the artist-author, the hand with a stylus denotes a sidebar about the tablet and pen, the hand



and the iPad identifies a sidebar related to the iPad, the eye identifies a sidebar about
Photoshop, and the paint can shows a Painter-related sidebar. In a few places, I’ve used the
stylus icon and the eye or the paint can icon to identify a combined tip that has information about
the tablet and Photoshop or Painter. In a few cases I’ve combined a tip that has information
about Photoshop and Painter using the eye and the paint can icons.Where possible, I’ve
separated technical information into mini-technique sidebars identified by a technique head,
such as “Embossing Texture on an Image” on page 198 in Chapter 12. These sidebars are also
identified by the warm gold background used on the small sidebars. In several places you’ll find
tips within a gold-colored sidebar spread that are set off with a white background like the PC/
Mac tip below.The Artist’s Materials boxes are color-coded for Painter and Photoshop.The Learn
More About boxes tell you where you will find more information about a topic.The artist’s tips are
identified by artist palette icons.Zooming and panningUse the Zoom Tool (or Magnifier) to zoom
in to see areas of detail. When the Brush tool is chosen, you can temporarily switch to the Zoom
Tool (or Magnifier) by pressing Ctrl/Cmd-Spacebar. To zoom out, press Ctrl/Cmd-Alt/Option-
Spacebar. To pan around a magnified image while painting, you can press the Spacebar to
temporarily switch to the Grabber Hand.The beginning of an art project is laid out using helpful
elements, as you can see here in this page from Chapter 9.IntroductionEarly artists used
charcoal from their cooking fires to decorate the walls of their cave homes. Inspired by a cave
painting I saw in the Dordogne valley in France, I drew this sketch using an Intuos tablet and
Charcoal brushes in Painter.I was inspired to write this book because I have enjoyed using
digital art tools for more than two decades, and I am amazed by how the tools have matured and
become more sensitive and user-friendly. One of the main inspirations for the book comes from
the new form of creativity that the tablet and stylus give to artists. Without them, we could not
enjoy painting sensitive brushwork in Photoshop and Painter—two programs that are
continuously maturing with each release. Although this book has been written for those readers
using Painter X3 and Photoshop CS6 and earlier versions, the lessons are all presented in a way
that can be applied to future releases of the software.Who This Book Is For. I have written this
book for artists, illustrators, photographers, and designers of all levels who want to tap the
creative power of using a tablet with Photoshop and Painter and develop their own style of
painting with these applications. Whether you are an experienced artist or are just beginning to
dabble and are nervous about your artistic skills, the computer can help you reach new freedom
and confidence. If you are an experienced artist, you can paint from life using the eye-to-hand
coordination that you developed as an artist. If you don’t feel confident drawing from scratch, this
book offers exercises that will give you practice. Painting using a computer is more forgiving than
most conventional media because you can draw or assemble a composition and save multiple
versions as you work. You can try new approaches to your composition, undo without ruining
your work, and open a previously saved version and begin again from that point. So much is
possible with the computer.Drawing using a good quality tablet and cordless stylus is completely
free and natural whether you draw from life, from memory, or use a reference. The art tools and



hardware have become so good in recent years that you can work with the new tools and
become immersed in the creative process in much the same way that you can using traditional
tools.Conch Shell Study shows the sensitive shading that is possible using an Intuos tablet and
pastel presets in PhotoshopUsing oil brushes and texture-sensitive pastel brushes in Painter, I
painted Downstream Path, Summer, shown here as a detail.The Artist’s Digital Tools. Painter,
Photoshop, the stylus and tablet, and the iPad and its apps are new “mark-making” tools in a
long ancestral line of art tools. Early artists drew scenes of their daily life on the walls of their
cave homes using charcoal from their cooking fires and paint made from clay and natural tints
on the surfaces of stones. Later, many kinds of wet paint media (such as oil-based paint) and
dry media (such as pencils and pastels) were invented. With the invention of photography, artists
were able to develop a keener eye as they captured their visions with a camera. And for
centuries, artists have found printmaking processes like etching and intaglio to be important for
their craft.Drawn by handTo keep your hand-to-eye coordination in practice, it’s a good idea to
keep a sketchbook with you at all times. This is also useful for recording details that inspire you
and for making notes. You might also enjoy using your iPad, or laptop, tablet, and pen, for
sketching. In Chapter 1 you’ll find information about setting up for drawing on location.Drawn by
handDrawn by handTo keep your hand-to-eye coordination in practice, it’s a good idea to keep a
sketchbook with you at all times. This is also useful for recording details that inspire you and for
making notes. You might also enjoy using your iPad, or laptop, tablet, and pen, for sketching. In
Chapter 1 you’ll find information about setting up for drawing on location.Today, think of your
stylus and the brushes in Painter and Photoshop, and the iPad and its art tools as a new kind of
pencil, a new kind of charcoal, a new kind of watercolor paint, a new oil paint, and more!Digital
to conventionalA study painted on the computer can also be used as a reference for artwork
done with conventional tools. My husband, Steve, is a surfboard builder. We often draw studies
on the computer, make large prints, and then use them as references when painting on
surfboards using acrylic paint. I have also used my digital studies as references for traditional art
on paper or canvas, painted using conventional media.Digital to conventionalDigital to
conventionalA study painted on the computer can also be used as a reference for artwork done
with conventional tools. My husband, Steve, is a surfboard builder. We often draw studies on the
computer, make large prints, and then use them as references when painting on surfboards
using acrylic paint. I have also used my digital studies as references for traditional art on paper
or canvas, painted using conventional media.Photoshop is an essential tool for illustrators and
artists who want to do retouching, compositing, color correction, painting, and more. If you draw
and paint, Painter is an essential tool because of the realism of its natural media brushes,
textures, its unique special effects, and the tactile feel of its paint media. The portability between
the two programs has become very good, and they complement one another. The tablet and
stylus are really the bridge between your expressive hand and the computer. They give you the
freedom to produce pressure-sensitive brushwork in Painter and Photoshop. The iPad and its art
tools allow you to sketch freely in your studio or on location. When used together, these tools are



capable of making your artwork reflect your creative intent.Approach. This book is not a
replacement for the documentation that ships with the tablet, Photoshop, Painter, or the iPad
and its apps, and it doesn’t cover every function of these products. Instead, it focuses on
features related to drawing and painting such as sketching with the iPad; assembling brushes
and paint in Photoshop and Painter; choosing brushes that change their brushstroke shape,
opacity, or texture based on hand movement; and customizing brushes to work better with a
tablet and pen.This detail of Punta San Antonio, Spring features brushwork that enhances the
center of interest.Using photography creatively with paintingArtists such as Leonardo da Vinci
and Jan Vermeer were known to use the camera obscura and other similar devices to help them
sketch out proportions quickly in their compositions. In the nineteenth century, Eugene
Delacroix, Edgar Degas, Thomas Eakins, and others used the camera as a reference source.
Contemporary artists have used the technique of projecting a slide on their canvas as they lay
out their compositions.A photograph can be an aid and an inspiration, but try not to fall into the
practice of copying the entire photograph. Instead, I suggest pulling elements from the
photograph that you want in your composition. To create a great image, you need to carefully
study your subject and pay attention to elements such as highlight and shadow, form, and
modeling. In Chapters 10, 13, and 14, I’ll show you how to use a photo for reference and how to
incorporate several elements into a composition.If you are a photographer who wants to add
brushwork to your images, the exercises in Chapters 5–8 will be helpful to you. These chapters
will help you practice good methods of visualizing your subject and hand-to-eye coordination,
and your ability to render line and form will improve. As you work, you’ll gain practice in how to
see the forms and how to paint brushstrokes that will reveal the forms. If you want to paint over
your photos, you’ll learn techniques for thinking about your subject and its forms and modeling
them. This experience will be evident in your work.Using photography creatively with
paintingUsing photography creatively with paintingArtists such as Leonardo da Vinci and Jan
Vermeer were known to use the camera obscura and other similar devices to help them sketch
out proportions quickly in their compositions. In the nineteenth century, Eugene Delacroix, Edgar
Degas, Thomas Eakins, and others used the camera as a reference source. Contemporary
artists have used the technique of projecting a slide on their canvas as they lay out their
compositions.A photograph can be an aid and an inspiration, but try not to fall into the practice
of copying the entire photograph. Instead, I suggest pulling elements from the photograph that
you want in your composition. To create a great image, you need to carefully study your subject
and pay attention to elements such as highlight and shadow, form, and modeling. In Chapters
10, 13, and 14, I’ll show you how to use a photo for reference and how to incorporate several
elements into a composition.If you are a photographer who wants to add brushwork to your
images, the exercises in Chapters 5–8 will be helpful to you. These chapters will help you
practice good methods of visualizing your subject and hand-to-eye coordination, and your ability
to render line and form will improve. As you work, you’ll gain practice in how to see the forms and
how to paint brushstrokes that will reveal the forms. If you want to paint over your photos, you’ll



learn techniques for thinking about your subject and its forms and modeling them. This
experience will be evident in your work.The Photoshop and Painter Artist Tablet Book covers
composition, line, tone and form, creative use of color, and more. In the early chapters of this
book, you’ll have an opportunity to express yourself using different approaches to drawing (such
as contour and gesture) using your stylus and tablet with Painter and Photoshop. Following the
exercises on linear drawing, you’ll find projects that will give you practice with modeling form,
using value and tone. Then you’ll discover projects that will help you improve your compositions,
for instance, by enhancing the focal point in a painting, by simulating canvas and paper, using
mixed media, and more.Record the light of the momentBecause light changes so quickly when
you’re painting on location, you can record the light as it was at that moment by shooting a digital
photo and then use the photo as a reference to help remember the lighting in your scene when
you get back to your studio. However, in my opinion, the digital photo will not replace the
experience of creating elements for your painting on location. I recommend taking the time to at
least do a composition drawing and make color notes while on location.Record the light of the
momentRecord the light of the momentBecause light changes so quickly when you’re painting
on location, you can record the light as it was at that moment by shooting a digital photo and
then use the photo as a reference to help remember the lighting in your scene when you get
back to your studio. However, in my opinion, the digital photo will not replace the experience of
creating elements for your painting on location. I recommend taking the time to at least do a
composition drawing and make color notes while on location.The projects in the book are
presented with color illustrations that are my own creations. You may prefer different subject
matter or work in a different style, but these illustrations are intended to show you how to apply
the techniques to use in your own work. I hope you enjoy the artwork, creative thought
processes, and techniques in this book.Color and valueWill your colored painting hold up in
black and white? When I painted this pastel painting in color, I massed the darker shapes
together toward the right side and in the foreground as part of the composition design. To make
sure I achieved a full range of tones—from the darkest values in the shadows to accents of white
in the highlights—I squinted my eyes to blur the image, visually reducing it to dark and light
shapes. Then I added deeper values and brighter highlights where needed. Notice how the
composition holds up when converted to black and white.Path to Water, North was begun on
location (using a laptop, Wacom tablet, and Painter) at Sunset Cliffs Natural Park in San Diego,
California. It was painted with the Pastel and Chalk brushes in Painter.Color and valueColor and
valueWill your colored painting hold up in black and white? When I painted this pastel painting in
color, I massed the darker shapes together toward the right side and in the foreground as part of
the composition design. To make sure I achieved a full range of tones—from the darkest values
in the shadows to accents of white in the highlights—I squinted my eyes to blur the image,
visually reducing it to dark and light shapes. Then I added deeper values and brighter highlights
where needed. Notice how the composition holds up when converted to black and white.Path to
Water, North was begun on location (using a laptop, Wacom tablet, and Painter) at Sunset Cliffs



Natural Park in San Diego, California. It was painted with the Pastel and Chalk brushes in
Painter.How to Use This BookAn overview and artist statement are located facing the featured
art on the opening spreads.How to Use This BookAn overview and artist statement are located
facing the featured art on the opening spreads.So that you can read through the development of
an art project without getting bogged down with too many technical details, I designed The
Photoshop and Painter Artist Tablet Book using a modular approach.Each chapter begins with
an overview of what you’ll learn in the chapter. The chapter overview is followed by an artist
statement about the drawing or painting projects. The artist statement is identified by an artist
palette. Throughout the chapters you’ll also find more artist statements and tips identified by the
artist palette.After the overview page at the beginning of each project, you’ll find an Artist’s
Materials box that contains the tools that you’ll use in the project. Right above the Artist’s
Materials box, you’ll see sample brushstrokes that will let you know how the brushes listed in the
Artist’s Materials box will perform using your stylus and paint. To make it easy to identify which
application you’ll be using for a project, each Artist’s Materials box is color-coded—a lavender-
purple for Photoshop and a teal-green for Painter.Throughout the book you’ll find helpful Learn
More About boxes that will help you find more information about the topics being discussed.
When you encounter an orange asterisk after a term or at the end of a sentence, check the
Learn More About box on the spread for an entry related to the term or concept discussed in the
text.Sprinkled throughout the book, you’ll find four kinds of sidebars. The sidebars are identified
by an artist palette (as described earlier), a hand with a stylus, an eye, and a paint can. The artist
palette (shown earlier) identifies a conceptual tip from the artist-author, the hand with a stylus
denotes a sidebar about the tablet and pen, the hand and the iPad identifies a sidebar related to
the iPad, the eye identifies a sidebar about Photoshop, and the paint can shows a Painter-
related sidebar. In a few places, I’ve used the stylus icon and the eye or the paint can icon to
identify a combined tip that has information about the tablet and Photoshop or Painter. In a few
cases I’ve combined a tip that has information about Photoshop and Painter using the eye and
the paint can icons.Where possible, I’ve separated technical information into mini-technique
sidebars identified by a technique head, such as “Embossing Texture on an Image” on page 198
in Chapter 12. These sidebars are also identified by the warm gold background used on the
small sidebars. In several places you’ll find tips within a gold-colored sidebar spread that are set
off with a white background like the PC/Mac tip below.The Artist’s Materials boxes are color-
coded for Painter and Photoshop.The Learn More About boxes tell you where you will find more
information about a topic.The artist’s tips are identified by artist palette icons.Zooming and
panningUse the Zoom Tool (or Magnifier) to zoom in to see areas of detail. When the Brush tool
is chosen, you can temporarily switch to the Zoom Tool (or Magnifier) by pressing Ctrl/Cmd-
Spacebar. To zoom out, press Ctrl/Cmd-Alt/Option-Spacebar. To pan around a magnified image
while painting, you can press the Spacebar to temporarily switch to the Grabber Hand.Zooming
and panningZooming and panningUse the Zoom Tool (or Magnifier) to zoom in to see areas of
detail. When the Brush tool is chosen, you can temporarily switch to the Zoom Tool (or



Magnifier) by pressing Ctrl/Cmd-Spacebar. To zoom out, press Ctrl/Cmd-Alt/Option-Spacebar.
To pan around a magnified image while painting, you can press the Spacebar to temporarily
switch to the Grabber Hand.The beginning of an art project is laid out using helpful elements, as
you can see here in this page from Chapter 9.1. The Digital Art StudioAt work in the studioHere
you’ll find suggestions for hardware and software and for setting up your studio, whether it’s your
own studio or en plein air (on location). This chapter also covers making the transition from
traditional color theory to digital color tools. Finally, it offers information about pixels, resolution,
and desktop fine art printmaking in the studio.Your studio is where you come to be creative, so
you want it to reflect your personality, with surrounding objects and art that inspire you. My studio
has an area with computer equipment for digital work and an area with an easel where I can use
conventional art materials. Art decorates the walls, and there are sea shells, flowers, and photos
from my travels, in addition to colorful pottery.The hardware and software tools have matured to
a point that artists are able to use them more intuitively and naturally. Tablets have become more
sensitive and easy to use. To make the sensation of drawing on the computer more natural, the
stylus has nibs that give you more sensation. For instance, one nib gives the feeling of pencil on
paper, and the other nib is spring-loaded, giving the feeling of pushing on a traditional brush with
stiff bristles. The iPad and apps such as Brushes and Art Studio are fun for sketching on
location. The programs Painter and Photoshop have become more intuitive to use, and they can
sense more nuances of your hand as you draw.With the digital tools available today, you can
become immersed in the painting process more completely, into the line, form, and color of your
composition, rather than focusing on the technology when painting on the computer. Think of
your digital tools as a new kind of pencil, a new pastel, a new watercolor, and a new kind of oil
paint.Setting Up the Digital Art StudioPHOTOGRAPH: MELINDA HOLDENWorking directly on a
Cintiq interactive displayFirst of all, a digital artist’s studio is not complete without Painter,
Photoshop, and a great-quality pressure-sensitive tablet. And advances with the iPad and its art
applications make the iPad a fun, useful addition.Photoshop and Painter and Wacom tablets
perform well on both Macintosh and Windows platforms. My first computer was a Mac, and I
enjoy the easy-to-use operating system. Today I use Mac computers for painting and illustration.
The processor speed is important, as are the amount of RAM and the speed of the hard
disk.Photoshop and Painter are “RAM-hungry” applications, so plan to buy lots of RAM for your
computer. (My systems have at least 4GB of RAM.)The display you choose is very important,
both for the care of your eyes and for the quality of your images. Buy the highest-quality display
that you can afford. (You’ll need a minimum of 20 inches and a video card that will support
millions of colors.) My studio has 24-inch flat panel Apple high-definition displays.If you want to
use scans in your art, you’ll want to invest in a high-quality scanner. My choice is the Epson
Perfection V750-M Pro. It features 4800 × 9600 dpi resolution and 48-bit color depth, and it can
be used to scan reflective art or transparencies.*If you’d like to shoot digital photos to use for
reference or to use in your art, I recommend a digital SLR, such as the Canon EOS 6D or Nikon
D7100.It’s a good idea to invest in a large external hard drive that you can use to safely back up



your files. A CD/DVD burner is also useful for transferring files and for keeping archives of your
work.To create the paintings described in the book projects, I used Wacom Intuos tablets* and a
Cintiq. The Cintiq is a pressure-sensitive display that allows you to work directly on screen. The
Cintiq 13HD, 22HD, and 24HD sense 2,048 pressure levels.In addition to my conventional
sketchbooks, the iPad* is wonderful for sketching in the studio and on location, and it’s an
excellent presentation tool for showing your artwork.In the studio with the Intuos and iMacI use
an iPad 3 with Retina display for sketching.Finally, my studio has two inkjet printers: an Epson
Artisan 1430 (for office work and small projects up to 13 inches) and an Epson Stylus Pro 4800
for 17-inch-wide fine art prints.*Also, it’s wise to invest in a large, stable desk and a comfortable
chair that has arm rests and good lower-back support. (My studio has two 40 × 60-inch
desks.)Learn More About...* working with a scanner... pages 124–125* Intuos tablet... pages 44–
45* iPad... pages 4, 10–41* inkjet printers... page 9Sketching on location using an iPad in the
shade of an umbrellaPHOTOGRAPHS: MELINDA HOLDENShading the screen with an
umbrella while painting with an Intuos tablet and laptopSetting up for painting on locationIf you
want to enjoy sketching outside with an iPad or laptop, these tips are for you. The light from the
screen won’t compete with natural sunlight. Plan to find a shady spot to set up or bring an
umbrella that you can use to shield the screen. (A hood is also available for some displays.) I set
up on a blanket, but you might want to use a folding chair. Two of my favorite times to paint are in
the early morning or late afternoon because the shadows are the longest, which contributes to
an interesting composition. The photos above show me sketching on a morning that had a soft
cloud cover. The gray morning light did not produce long shadows, but it did offer other
opportunities, such as the soft gradations in the sky and water and the interesting colors and
forms of the cliffs.Using multiple pensFor more spontaneity while painting, try using two pens
when painting in Painter. You can set your Airbrush stylus to be a Digital Airbrush dipped in a
color—for instance, blue—and set your grip pen to be the Square Soft Pastel dipped in a second
color—green. You can now switch brushes and color quickly by picking up your other pen. If
you’re using two of the same kind of pen, it’s a good idea to label each one so that you can
identify them easily. To get started using two pens, use your first pen to choose a brush variant
and color, and make a stroke. Then use your second stylus to choose a new brush and color,
and make a stroke. Now when you switch back and forth, the pens will automatically help
choose the brush and color.The quick location sketch created on the iPad using BrushesThe
quick location sketch created in Painter using the IntuosSketching on the go. You can enjoy the
freedom of using a portable digital painting studio for working on location. Two favorite tools are
a MacBook and an Intuos tablet. The Intuos tablet supports 2,048 levels of pressure, plus tilt,
angle, direction, and rotation, making the sketching experience very natural.The iPad is fun for
location work because it is a more compact unit that is easy to carry. At this time, the iPad
doesn’t support true pressure sensitivity, but brushmarks can be varied with the speed at which
you draw. (A stylus that simulates pressure sensitivity such as the Pogo Connect* can be used.)
The iPad allows you to work directly on-screen with your fingers or a stylus made for the iPad.



You can create fresh, bold drawings with applications such as Brushes and Art Studio.I painted
the image on the above left with the iPad and Brushes and the image on the right with the Pastel
brushes in Painter. Because the light changes quickly when painting on location, I worked fast,
laying in broad areas of color. For the iPad study using Brushes, I sketched in a similar way to
the project on pages 14–15. For the Painter sketch, I enjoyed sketching with a Square Soft
Pastel and Tapered Pastel. For more texture, I scumbled* using the Square Grainy Pastel.
(These techniques are described throughout this book.) You’ll notice a difference in the texture
in the two images. For instance, the image on the left that was painted with the iPad has a bolder
look, with less subtle texture. The painting on the right shows more delicate paper grain, and the
brushstrokes have more sensitive variation from thick to thin.PHOTOGRAPH: MELINDA
HOLDENSketching on location using my iPad3, in the shade of an umbrellaOptional
nibsOptional stroke nibs are available for the Wacom Grip Pen: a spring-loaded nib that adds
tension that feels like a stiff brush and a felt nib for additional friction between the pen and tablet,
much like conventional pencil on paper.The Power of Color“Light, that first phenomenon of the
world, reveals to us the spirit and living soul of the world through colors.” Painter and color
theorist Johannes Itten’s observation inspires us to think about how color affects not only the
appearance of what we see, but also our emotional response to the subject.A pigment-based
color wheel with 12 colorsLearn More About...* Pogo Connect... page 13* scumbling... pages
103, 140, 143For Mendocino Point, I used dabs of complementary colors in the
shadows.Today’s color tools are so good that you can make an intuitive transition between
traditional color theory and the digital color tools, while enhancing your own personal
expression. In this section, we’ll take familiar traditional terms and have fun applying them using
the digital color tools in Painter and Photoshop.Hue. The hue is the predominant spectral color,
such as yellow or blue-green. Hue indicates a color’s position on the color wheel or spectrum
and tells us the color’s temperature.Saturation. Also known as intensity or chroma, saturation
indicates a color’s purity or strength.Value. A color’s lightness or darkness is its luminance or
value.Tint. You can create a tint of a color (lightening it, or increasing its value) by mixing it with
white or a lighter color; or in the case of transparent washes, you can dilute the color with a clear
medium like water.Shade. You can mix a shade of a color (darkening it, or decreasing its value)
by adding a darker color. To use a tonalist approach, you might want to add dark gray or black. I
carefully observe the shadows when I’m painting; and often build the shadows by adding dabs of
a darker complementary color to them. See “Color Inspiration and Interpretation” on page 193
for more information.A blue color at full saturation (top), and a tint and a shade of the color in
PainterA blue color at full saturation (top), and a tint and a shade of the color in PhotoshopTints,
shades, and saturation in Painter. To choose a hue in Painter from the Color panel, click in the
Hue Ring. To create a tint of the color, move the little circle higher in the Saturation/Value triangle
in the Color panel. To create a shade of a color, move the little circle lower in the Saturation/
Value triangle.To adjust the saturation of the color, move to the right in the Saturation/Value
triangle to increase saturation or move to the left to decrease it.The Color panel in Painter. The



color is shown at full saturation.Tints, shades, and saturation in Photoshop. You can choose a
hue from the Color panel or the Color Picker. I’ve used the Color Picker here because it’s more
intuitive to select a hue and then make a tint or shade of the color. Click on the Foreground Color
in the Toolbox to open the Color Picker and choose a hue in the vertical Color slider. To choose a
tint, click higher in the large Color field and click lower to choose a shade.The Color Picker in
Photoshop. The color is shown at full saturation.To adjust the saturation of a color in Photoshop,
move to the right in the Color field to increase the saturation or move to the left to decrease
it.“Traditional” digital color mixesWith the Mixer, it’s intuitive to apply paint (such as the blue color
shown on the right of the Mixer pad) and then mix tints and shades using colors from the color
wells or the Color panel.Using the Mix Color tool in Painter’s Mixer panel to create tints and
shadesPixels and Image ResolutionImages created in Photoshop and Painter are pixel based.
Pixels are square elements arranged in a grid that builds the image file. The resolution of an
image is determined by the number of pixels per inch (ppi).Resolution is a term that describes
the number of pixels, or the amount of data in a bitmap (raster) image file. Illustrations created in
programs like Adobe Illustrator or Corel Draw are vector based. Vector-based images consist of
mathematical instructions that describe vectors, rather than pixels. Vector graphics are scalable
and transformable, without loss of quality. Pixel-based images, on the other hand, are resolution
dependent, which means that quality can suffer if the image resolution is too low for the size and
method of printing that is used.How will the image be used? Before beginning an illustration, it’s
a good idea to plan ahead: How will you present your image? Will it appear in a book or
magazine that is printed using an offset press? Will it be printed on an inkjet printer at a fine art
service bureau? Will you print your image on your own studio inkjet? Take this planning into
account when you are starting a new file or when you are scanning images (or shooting digital
photos) that you will use to create a composite illustration.Vector images are comprised of
mathematically described paths.Resolution for offset printing. This book was printed using a four-
color commercial offset printing process. I created the images at their final dimensions at a
resolution of 300 pixels per inch. To be printed on an offset press, the square pixels are
converted into a grid of round dots for half tones. The (half tone) line screen used for this book is
150 lpi (lines per inch).Peppers study, painted using PainterTo figure out how large a file you
should start with, you need to know the line screen. Typical line-screen resolutions are 56 lpi
(screen printing), 85 lpi (newspaper), 133 lpi, 150 lpi, and 200 lpi (magazines and books). If your
line screen is 150 lpi, it’s recommended that you multiply the line-screen number (150) by two.
Two is a conservative factor to use, and this would create an image resolution of 300 ppi.The
New dialog box in Photoshop showing the dimensions and the resolutionPeppers study; detail
shown at 300%A 1600% enlargement of a portion of the peppers image showing the grid of
pixelsResolution for inkjet printing. When creating an image file to print on my Epson 2200, I set
up the file at its final dimensions (for instance, 20 × 16 inches), with a resolution between 150–
300 ppi. I’ve not noticed improvement in quality with settings higher than 200 pixels per
inch.Prior to creating an image file that will be printed at a fine art service bureau, speak with



your service bureau representative to find out the equipment requirements. Service bureaus use
equipment from different manufacturers—for instance, Iris, Epson, Hewlett-Packard, and
Roland. The printing equipment might require different resolutions, and some might require that
you convert your RGB file to CMYK color mode (such as the Iris, for instance).*Learn More
About...* inkjet printing... page 9* color modes... page 202Resizing, resampling, and
interpolationThe illustrations below show the Image Size dialog box in Photoshop (Image >
Image Size). Painter has a similar dialog box (Canvas > Resize). The dialog box on the left is set
up to resize an image. Resizing changes the physical dimensions of a file, without changing the
number of pixels in the file. Resampling, however, uses a process called interpolation to
increase or decrease the number of pixels in the file. Resampling can cause softness and
artifacts in a file. It’s recommended not to resample “up” more than 10%. Resampling down is
less harmful to the file, but some sharpening might be needed. When you’re using interpolation,
Photoshop and Painter remap pixels to enlarge or reduce the size of the image. If you enlarge
the image, new pixels are manufactured. Pixels are discarded when you resample to a smaller
size.Resizing an image (left) and resampling (right)Fine Art Printmaking in the StudioMany
affordable alternatives are available for artists who want to proof their images or make fine art
prints in their own studio using archival inks and papers.Today’s desktop inkjet printers deliver
beautiful color prints. The Epson printers (the Stylus Pro 4800 and the Stylus Pro 3880, for
instance) are good printers not only for pulling test prints before sending images to a fine art
service bureau, but also for use in experimental fine art printmaking.The Epson Stylus Pro 3880
ships with a nine-color Epson Ultra Chrome K3 inkset, and it produces water-resistant prints,
especially when used with Epson’s Enhanced Matte or Somerset Velvet for Epson paper. If you’d
like to experiment on them by applying pastel or acrylic paint, these prints will accept the media
without smearing or running.I made an artist proof of Along Tomales Bay on an Stylus Pro
4800Many traditional art papers are now manufactured for digital printmaking—for instance,
Arches, Crane Museo, Somerset, Concorde Rag, and Hahnemuehle’s German Etching papers,
which are available from Cone Editions’ Ink Jet Mall or Digital Art Supplies. Also, new canvases
are available for use with inkjet printers. For instance, check out the artist-grade canvases
available from Digital Art Supplies, located on the web at .Larger format printsIf you’re looking for
a large format printer, the Epson 3880 is an excellent choice. It is a desktop nine-color inkjet
printer that uses the Epson UltraChrome pigmented inks. It handles media from 17 inches wide
and can handle heavier substrates, up to cardboard 1.5 mm thick.Henry Wilhelm has done
important research regarding the longevity of different ink and substrate combinations. A
comparison of longevity with the different inks and papers is available through Wilhelm Imaging
Research, Inc., on the web at .You can find more information on these topics in the “Printmaking
and Archival Concerns” chapter of The Painter Wow! Book.Fine art print studiosYou can order
large exhibition-quality prints from a digital printmaking studio such as Cone Editions Press or
Trillium Press. In the Appendix in the back of this book, you’ll find a selective list of printmakers
that trusted colleagues and I have worked with.1. The Digital Art StudioAt work in the studioHere



you’ll find suggestions for hardware and software and for setting up your studio, whether it’s your
own studio or en plein air (on location). This chapter also covers making the transition from
traditional color theory to digital color tools. Finally, it offers information about pixels, resolution,
and desktop fine art printmaking in the studio.Your studio is where you come to be creative, so
you want it to reflect your personality, with surrounding objects and art that inspire you. My studio
has an area with computer equipment for digital work and an area with an easel where I can use
conventional art materials. Art decorates the walls, and there are sea shells, flowers, and photos
from my travels, in addition to colorful pottery.The hardware and software tools have matured to
a point that artists are able to use them more intuitively and naturally. Tablets have become more
sensitive and easy to use. To make the sensation of drawing on the computer more natural, the
stylus has nibs that give you more sensation. For instance, one nib gives the feeling of pencil on
paper, and the other nib is spring-loaded, giving the feeling of pushing on a traditional brush with
stiff bristles. The iPad and apps such as Brushes and Art Studio are fun for sketching on
location. The programs Painter and Photoshop have become more intuitive to use, and they can
sense more nuances of your hand as you draw.With the digital tools available today, you can
become immersed in the painting process more completely, into the line, form, and color of your
composition, rather than focusing on the technology when painting on the computer. Think of
your digital tools as a new kind of pencil, a new pastel, a new watercolor, and a new kind of oil
paint.Setting Up the Digital Art StudioPHOTOGRAPH: MELINDA HOLDENWorking directly on a
Cintiq interactive displaySetting Up the Digital Art StudioPHOTOGRAPH: MELINDA
HOLDENWorking directly on a Cintiq interactive displayFirst of all, a digital artist’s studio is not
complete without Painter, Photoshop, and a great-quality pressure-sensitive tablet. And
advances with the iPad and its art applications make the iPad a fun, useful addition.Photoshop
and Painter and Wacom tablets perform well on both Macintosh and Windows platforms. My first
computer was a Mac, and I enjoy the easy-to-use operating system. Today I use Mac computers
for painting and illustration. The processor speed is important, as are the amount of RAM and
the speed of the hard disk.Photoshop and Painter are “RAM-hungry” applications, so plan to buy
lots of RAM for your computer. (My systems have at least 4GB of RAM.)The display you choose
is very important, both for the care of your eyes and for the quality of your images. Buy the
highest-quality display that you can afford. (You’ll need a minimum of 20 inches and a video card
that will support millions of colors.) My studio has 24-inch flat panel Apple high-definition
displays.If you want to use scans in your art, you’ll want to invest in a high-quality scanner. My
choice is the Epson Perfection V750-M Pro. It features 4800 × 9600 dpi resolution and 48-bit
color depth, and it can be used to scan reflective art or transparencies.*If you’d like to shoot
digital photos to use for reference or to use in your art, I recommend a digital SLR, such as the
Canon EOS 6D or Nikon D7100.It’s a good idea to invest in a large external hard drive that you
can use to safely back up your files. A CD/DVD burner is also useful for transferring files and for
keeping archives of your work.To create the paintings described in the book projects, I used
Wacom Intuos tablets* and a Cintiq. The Cintiq is a pressure-sensitive display that allows you to



work directly on screen. The Cintiq 13HD, 22HD, and 24HD sense 2,048 pressure levels.In
addition to my conventional sketchbooks, the iPad* is wonderful for sketching in the studio and
on location, and it’s an excellent presentation tool for showing your artwork.In the studio with the
Intuos and iMacI use an iPad 3 with Retina display for sketching.Finally, my studio has two inkjet
printers: an Epson Artisan 1430 (for office work and small projects up to 13 inches) and an
Epson Stylus Pro 4800 for 17-inch-wide fine art prints.*Also, it’s wise to invest in a large, stable
desk and a comfortable chair that has arm rests and good lower-back support. (My studio has
two 40 × 60-inch desks.)Learn More About...* working with a scanner... pages 124–125* Intuos
tablet... pages 44–45* iPad... pages 4, 10–41* inkjet printers... page 9Learn More About...*
working with a scanner... pages 124–125* Intuos tablet... pages 44–45* iPad... pages 4, 10–41*
inkjet printers... page 9Sketching on location using an iPad in the shade of an
umbrellaPHOTOGRAPHS: MELINDA HOLDENShading the screen with an umbrella while
painting with an Intuos tablet and laptopSetting up for painting on locationIf you want to enjoy
sketching outside with an iPad or laptop, these tips are for you. The light from the screen won’t
compete with natural sunlight. Plan to find a shady spot to set up or bring an umbrella that you
can use to shield the screen. (A hood is also available for some displays.) I set up on a blanket,
but you might want to use a folding chair. Two of my favorite times to paint are in the early
morning or late afternoon because the shadows are the longest, which contributes to an
interesting composition. The photos above show me sketching on a morning that had a soft
cloud cover. The gray morning light did not produce long shadows, but it did offer other
opportunities, such as the soft gradations in the sky and water and the interesting colors and
forms of the cliffs.Sketching on location using an iPad in the shade of an
umbrellaPHOTOGRAPHS: MELINDA HOLDENShading the screen with an umbrella while
painting with an Intuos tablet and laptopSetting up for painting on locationSetting up for painting
on locationIf you want to enjoy sketching outside with an iPad or laptop, these tips are for you.
The light from the screen won’t compete with natural sunlight. Plan to find a shady spot to set up
or bring an umbrella that you can use to shield the screen. (A hood is also available for some
displays.) I set up on a blanket, but you might want to use a folding chair. Two of my favorite
times to paint are in the early morning or late afternoon because the shadows are the longest,
which contributes to an interesting composition. The photos above show me sketching on a
morning that had a soft cloud cover. The gray morning light did not produce long shadows, but it
did offer other opportunities, such as the soft gradations in the sky and water and the interesting
colors and forms of the cliffs.Using multiple pensFor more spontaneity while painting, try using
two pens when painting in Painter. You can set your Airbrush stylus to be a Digital Airbrush
dipped in a color—for instance, blue—and set your grip pen to be the Square Soft Pastel dipped
in a second color—green. You can now switch brushes and color quickly by picking up your
other pen. If you’re using two of the same kind of pen, it’s a good idea to label each one so that
you can identify them easily. To get started using two pens, use your first pen to choose a brush
variant and color, and make a stroke. Then use your second stylus to choose a new brush and



color, and make a stroke. Now when you switch back and forth, the pens will automatically help
choose the brush and color.Using multiple pensUsing multiple pensFor more spontaneity while
painting, try using two pens when painting in Painter. You can set your Airbrush stylus to be a
Digital Airbrush dipped in a color—for instance, blue—and set your grip pen to be the Square
Soft Pastel dipped in a second color—green. You can now switch brushes and color quickly by
picking up your other pen. If you’re using two of the same kind of pen, it’s a good idea to label
each one so that you can identify them easily. To get started using two pens, use your first pen to
choose a brush variant and color, and make a stroke. Then use your second stylus to choose a
new brush and color, and make a stroke. Now when you switch back and forth, the pens will
automatically help choose the brush and color.The quick location sketch created on the iPad
using BrushesThe quick location sketch created in Painter using the IntuosSketching on the go.
You can enjoy the freedom of using a portable digital painting studio for working on location. Two
favorite tools are a MacBook and an Intuos tablet. The Intuos tablet supports 2,048 levels of
pressure, plus tilt, angle, direction, and rotation, making the sketching experience very
natural.The iPad is fun for location work because it is a more compact unit that is easy to carry.
At this time, the iPad doesn’t support true pressure sensitivity, but brushmarks can be varied with
the speed at which you draw. (A stylus that simulates pressure sensitivity such as the Pogo
Connect* can be used.) The iPad allows you to work directly on-screen with your fingers or a
stylus made for the iPad. You can create fresh, bold drawings with applications such as Brushes
and Art Studio.I painted the image on the above left with the iPad and Brushes and the image on
the right with the Pastel brushes in Painter. Because the light changes quickly when painting on
location, I worked fast, laying in broad areas of color. For the iPad study using Brushes, I
sketched in a similar way to the project on pages 14–15. For the Painter sketch, I enjoyed
sketching with a Square Soft Pastel and Tapered Pastel. For more texture, I scumbled* using the
Square Grainy Pastel. (These techniques are described throughout this book.) You’ll notice a
difference in the texture in the two images. For instance, the image on the left that was painted
with the iPad has a bolder look, with less subtle texture. The painting on the right shows more
delicate paper grain, and the brushstrokes have more sensitive variation from thick to
thin.PHOTOGRAPH: MELINDA HOLDENSketching on location using my iPad3, in the shade of
an umbrellaOptional nibsOptional stroke nibs are available for the Wacom Grip Pen: a spring-
loaded nib that adds tension that feels like a stiff brush and a felt nib for additional friction
between the pen and tablet, much like conventional pencil on paper.Optional nibsOptional
nibsOptional stroke nibs are available for the Wacom Grip Pen: a spring-loaded nib that adds
tension that feels like a stiff brush and a felt nib for additional friction between the pen and tablet,
much like conventional pencil on paper.The Power of Color“Light, that first phenomenon of the
world, reveals to us the spirit and living soul of the world through colors.” Painter and color
theorist Johannes Itten’s observation inspires us to think about how color affects not only the
appearance of what we see, but also our emotional response to the subject.The Power of
Color“Light, that first phenomenon of the world, reveals to us the spirit and living soul of the



world through colors.” Painter and color theorist Johannes Itten’s observation inspires us to think
about how color affects not only the appearance of what we see, but also our emotional
response to the subject.A pigment-based color wheel with 12 colorsLearn More About...* Pogo
Connect... page 13* scumbling... pages 103, 140, 143Learn More About...* Pogo Connect...
page 13* scumbling... pages 103, 140, 143For Mendocino Point, I used dabs of complementary
colors in the shadows.Today’s color tools are so good that you can make an intuitive transition
between traditional color theory and the digital color tools, while enhancing your own personal
expression. In this section, we’ll take familiar traditional terms and have fun applying them using
the digital color tools in Painter and Photoshop.Hue. The hue is the predominant spectral color,
such as yellow or blue-green. Hue indicates a color’s position on the color wheel or spectrum
and tells us the color’s temperature.Saturation. Also known as intensity or chroma, saturation
indicates a color’s purity or strength.Value. A color’s lightness or darkness is its luminance or
value.Tint. You can create a tint of a color (lightening it, or increasing its value) by mixing it with
white or a lighter color; or in the case of transparent washes, you can dilute the color with a clear
medium like water.Shade. You can mix a shade of a color (darkening it, or decreasing its value)
by adding a darker color. To use a tonalist approach, you might want to add dark gray or black. I
carefully observe the shadows when I’m painting; and often build the shadows by adding dabs of
a darker complementary color to them. See “Color Inspiration and Interpretation” on page 193
for more information.A blue color at full saturation (top), and a tint and a shade of the color in
PainterA blue color at full saturation (top), and a tint and a shade of the color in PhotoshopTints,
shades, and saturation in Painter. To choose a hue in Painter from the Color panel, click in the
Hue Ring. To create a tint of the color, move the little circle higher in the Saturation/Value triangle
in the Color panel. To create a shade of a color, move the little circle lower in the Saturation/
Value triangle.To adjust the saturation of the color, move to the right in the Saturation/Value
triangle to increase saturation or move to the left to decrease it.The Color panel in Painter. The
color is shown at full saturation.Tints, shades, and saturation in Photoshop. You can choose a
hue from the Color panel or the Color Picker. I’ve used the Color Picker here because it’s more
intuitive to select a hue and then make a tint or shade of the color. Click on the Foreground Color
in the Toolbox to open the Color Picker and choose a hue in the vertical Color slider. To choose a
tint, click higher in the large Color field and click lower to choose a shade.The Color Picker in
Photoshop. The color is shown at full saturation.To adjust the saturation of a color in Photoshop,
move to the right in the Color field to increase the saturation or move to the left to decrease
it.“Traditional” digital color mixesWith the Mixer, it’s intuitive to apply paint (such as the blue color
shown on the right of the Mixer pad) and then mix tints and shades using colors from the color
wells or the Color panel.Using the Mix Color tool in Painter’s Mixer panel to create tints and
shades“Traditional” digital color mixes“Traditional” digital color mixesWith the Mixer, it’s intuitive
to apply paint (such as the blue color shown on the right of the Mixer pad) and then mix tints and
shades using colors from the color wells or the Color panel.Using the Mix Color tool in Painter’s
Mixer panel to create tints and shadesPixels and Image ResolutionImages created in Photoshop



and Painter are pixel based. Pixels are square elements arranged in a grid that builds the image
file. The resolution of an image is determined by the number of pixels per inch (ppi).Pixels and
Image ResolutionImages created in Photoshop and Painter are pixel based. Pixels are square
elements arranged in a grid that builds the image file. The resolution of an image is determined
by the number of pixels per inch (ppi).Resolution is a term that describes the number of pixels,
or the amount of data in a bitmap (raster) image file. Illustrations created in programs like Adobe
Illustrator or Corel Draw are vector based. Vector-based images consist of mathematical
instructions that describe vectors, rather than pixels. Vector graphics are scalable and
transformable, without loss of quality. Pixel-based images, on the other hand, are resolution
dependent, which means that quality can suffer if the image resolution is too low for the size and
method of printing that is used.How will the image be used? Before beginning an illustration, it’s
a good idea to plan ahead: How will you present your image? Will it appear in a book or
magazine that is printed using an offset press? Will it be printed on an inkjet printer at a fine art
service bureau? Will you print your image on your own studio inkjet? Take this planning into
account when you are starting a new file or when you are scanning images (or shooting digital
photos) that you will use to create a composite illustration.Vector images are comprised of
mathematically described paths.Resolution for offset printing. This book was printed using a four-
color commercial offset printing process. I created the images at their final dimensions at a
resolution of 300 pixels per inch. To be printed on an offset press, the square pixels are
converted into a grid of round dots for half tones. The (half tone) line screen used for this book is
150 lpi (lines per inch).Peppers study, painted using PainterTo figure out how large a file you
should start with, you need to know the line screen. Typical line-screen resolutions are 56 lpi
(screen printing), 85 lpi (newspaper), 133 lpi, 150 lpi, and 200 lpi (magazines and books). If your
line screen is 150 lpi, it’s recommended that you multiply the line-screen number (150) by two.
Two is a conservative factor to use, and this would create an image resolution of 300 ppi.The
New dialog box in Photoshop showing the dimensions and the resolutionPeppers study; detail
shown at 300%A 1600% enlargement of a portion of the peppers image showing the grid of
pixelsResolution for inkjet printing. When creating an image file to print on my Epson 2200, I set
up the file at its final dimensions (for instance, 20 × 16 inches), with a resolution between 150–
300 ppi. I’ve not noticed improvement in quality with settings higher than 200 pixels per
inch.Prior to creating an image file that will be printed at a fine art service bureau, speak with
your service bureau representative to find out the equipment requirements. Service bureaus use
equipment from different manufacturers—for instance, Iris, Epson, Hewlett-Packard, and
Roland. The printing equipment might require different resolutions, and some might require that
you convert your RGB file to CMYK color mode (such as the Iris, for instance).*Learn More
About...* inkjet printing... page 9* color modes... page 202Learn More About...* inkjet printing...
page 9* color modes... page 202Resizing, resampling, and interpolationThe illustrations below
show the Image Size dialog box in Photoshop (Image > Image Size). Painter has a similar dialog
box (Canvas > Resize). The dialog box on the left is set up to resize an image. Resizing changes



the physical dimensions of a file, without changing the number of pixels in the file. Resampling,
however, uses a process called interpolation to increase or decrease the number of pixels in the
file. Resampling can cause softness and artifacts in a file. It’s recommended not to resample “up”
more than 10%. Resampling down is less harmful to the file, but some sharpening might be
needed. When you’re using interpolation, Photoshop and Painter remap pixels to enlarge or
reduce the size of the image. If you enlarge the image, new pixels are manufactured. Pixels are
discarded when you resample to a smaller size.Resizing an image (left) and resampling
(right)Resizing, resampling, and interpolationResizing, resampling, and interpolationThe
illustrations below show the Image Size dialog box in Photoshop (Image > Image Size). Painter
has a similar dialog box (Canvas > Resize). The dialog box on the left is set up to resize an
image. Resizing changes the physical dimensions of a file, without changing the number of
pixels in the file. Resampling, however, uses a process called interpolation to increase or
decrease the number of pixels in the file. Resampling can cause softness and artifacts in a file.
It’s recommended not to resample “up” more than 10%. Resampling down is less harmful to the
file, but some sharpening might be needed. When you’re using interpolation, Photoshop and
Painter remap pixels to enlarge or reduce the size of the image. If you enlarge the image, new
pixels are manufactured. Pixels are discarded when you resample to a smaller size.Resizing an
image (left) and resampling (right)Fine Art Printmaking in the StudioMany affordable alternatives
are available for artists who want to proof their images or make fine art prints in their own studio
using archival inks and papers.Fine Art Printmaking in the StudioMany affordable alternatives
are available for artists who want to proof their images or make fine art prints in their own studio
using archival inks and papers.Today’s desktop inkjet printers deliver beautiful color prints. The
Epson printers (the Stylus Pro 4800 and the Stylus Pro 3880, for instance) are good printers not
only for pulling test prints before sending images to a fine art service bureau, but also for use in
experimental fine art printmaking.The Epson Stylus Pro 3880 ships with a nine-color Epson Ultra
Chrome K3 inkset, and it produces water-resistant prints, especially when used with Epson’s
Enhanced Matte or Somerset Velvet for Epson paper. If you’d like to experiment on them by
applying pastel or acrylic paint, these prints will accept the media without smearing or running.I
made an artist proof of Along Tomales Bay on an Stylus Pro 4800Many traditional art papers are
now manufactured for digital printmaking—for instance, Arches, Crane Museo, Somerset,
Concorde Rag, and Hahnemuehle’s German Etching papers, which are available from Cone
Editions’ Ink Jet Mall or Digital Art Supplies. Also, new canvases are available for use with inkjet
printers. For instance, check out the artist-grade canvases available from Digital Art Supplies,
located on the web at .Larger format printsIf you’re looking for a large format printer, the Epson
3880 is an excellent choice. It is a desktop nine-color inkjet printer that uses the Epson
UltraChrome pigmented inks. It handles media from 17 inches wide and can handle heavier
substrates, up to cardboard 1.5 mm thick.Larger format printsLarger format printsIf you’re
looking for a large format printer, the Epson 3880 is an excellent choice. It is a desktop nine-
color inkjet printer that uses the Epson UltraChrome pigmented inks. It handles media from 17



inches wide and can handle heavier substrates, up to cardboard 1.5 mm thick.Henry Wilhelm
has done important research regarding the longevity of different ink and substrate combinations.
A comparison of longevity with the different inks and papers is available through Wilhelm
Imaging Research, Inc., on the web at .You can find more information on these topics in the
“Printmaking and Archival Concerns” chapter of The Painter Wow! Book.Fine art print
studiosYou can order large exhibition-quality prints from a digital printmaking studio such as
Cone Editions Press or Trillium Press. In the Appendix in the back of this book, you’ll find a
selective list of printmakers that trusted colleagues and I have worked with.Fine art print
studiosFine art print studiosYou can order large exhibition-quality prints from a digital
printmaking studio such as Cone Editions Press or Trillium Press. In the Appendix in the back of
this book, you’ll find a selective list of printmakers that trusted colleagues and I have worked
with.2. Sketching on the iPadThink of the iPad as your mobile digital sketchbookIn the first part
of this chapter, you’ll find an overview of my favorite art applications and styli for the iPad. These
beginning and intermediate level projects cover sketching and studies that can be finalized in
Photoshop and Painter. The chapter includes short projects featuring Brushes, ArtStudio,
Sketchbook, Procreate, Adobe Ideas, and Adobe Photoshop Touch.Think of the iPad as a digital
sketchbook that you can take anywhere. An overview of the projects in this chapter follows: With
Brushes, I painted a plein air sketch of the Cliffs park near our home. It is a study for the painting
that is used on the cover of this book. A second Brushes project incorporates loose sketching
from life. In the following projects with ArtStudio, I sketched a pencil portrait of a friend and
painted color studies with dry and wet paint. For another piece, I used Sketchbook Express to
make a pencil sketch of a lizard who lives nearby and later added color washes to the drawing in
Sketchbook Pro. Whenever possible, I enjoy sketching from life on my iPad. The next project
shows a quick figure study in Procreate using its Pencil and Pastel brushes. While relaxing one
Sunday afternoon, I sketched from my imagination using Adobe Ideas. As I enjoyed the
expressive nature of the Brush tool, playful drawings of dolphins emerged. The Adobe Ideas
projects show the drawings and how to color them. Inspired by my love of Hawaii, its people, and
its culture, I designed a collage sketch using Adobe Photoshop Touch that is featured in the final
project in this chapter and in Chapter 14. The Photoshop Touch sketch is imported into Adobe
Photoshop and Painter for finishing.Favorite iPad Painting ToolsThere are many sketching and
painting applications, and several styli choices for the iPad. Here are some of my
favorites.Sketching Apps for the iPadBrushes. Two of my favorite features of Brushes 3 are the
simplicity of its interface and the efficient controls for making custom brushes. Brushes 3 by
Taptrix, Inc. offers two tools, the Brush and Eraser. You can choose from a selection of brush
presets, and adjust the brush size. After choosing a brush and a color, you can easily finger paint
or draw with a stylus on the screen. Using the brush settings, you can create your own brush
presets. It’s also possible to import photos from the Camera Roll. The free version provides one
layer for painting. The $2.99 upgrade for Brushes 3 allows you to use up to 10 layers and also
offers layer effects. Brushes 3 also allows you to record the sketching process and you can play



back the process of your drawing. It’s easy to export your drawing to the Camera Roll, Photo
Library, and more.Using the Wet Paintbrush in ArtStudio, I sketched Bird of Paradise.ArtStudio.
A full-featured painting application, Lucky Clan’s ArtStudio features a versatile array of brushes.
One of my favorites is the Wet Paint Brush, which allows you to apply paint and blend. You can
make adjustments to a brush and save your custom brush as a favorite. ArtStudio also boasts a
Smudge tool that is very helpful for blending tones and colors. After choosing a brush and a
color, you can paint with your finger or draw onscreen with a stylus. It’s also possible to import
photos from the Camera Roll and edit them using selections and effects. Exporting files from
ArtStudio is easy; just choose Export from the File menu and Export your image as a JPEG,
PNG, or PSD file to your photos, email, and more.Procreate. A full-featured program, Procreate
offers an intuitive interface and quick performance. Easily accessible sliders allow you to adjust
the size of your brush and opacity as you work. The color picker, layer options, and quick zoom
functionality are easy to use. My favorite features are its variety of responsive brush tools and its
ability to blend or smudge paint which is lacking in some other apps. When you’re ready, you can
export the image to your Photo Library, email, and moreSketchbook. Autodesk’s SketchBook
offers a good variety of drawing tools, including pencils, pens, and markers, with an intuitive
interface. A few favorite features are its drawing tools—especially the Pencils—and the ease of
working with layers and transparency.Using pencils and brushes in Sketchbook Pro, I drew
Fence Lizard, shown here as a detail.In Sketchbook Express, files can be exported to your
Photo Library, Face-book, Twitter, or to a printer. The Pro version also allows sharing via email,
Flicker, Dropbox, and more. With a stylus, you can create quick sketches or more involved
studies.Adobe Ideas. Adobe Ideas shines as a versatile vector application for inking sketches
and drawings. I appreciate its efficient interface and the quickness of the tools. Adobe Ideas
boasts several drawing tools: the pencil, brush, marker, and pen. Other tools include the eraser,
paint bucket, colors, and layers. Additionally, images from the photo library can be imported into
Adobe Ideas, and you can also access the onboard camera. After creating your image, it can be
imported into Adobe Illustrator as a vector file.Adobe Photoshop Touch. I appreciate the ease
with which you can create sketches with photo imagery, layers, and special effects on your iPad
with Adobe Photoshop Touch. Then you can open the file in Adobe Photoshop and complete
your vision.Ipad Stylus IdeasSome artists enjoy finger painting on their iPad and achieve good
results. I usually use a stylus because more precision can be achieved. However, more pressure
is required to draw a stroke with a stylus, as the tip of the stylus needs to compress a bit. Here
are a few styli that work well for me.Wacom Bamboo Solo. Wacom offers three Bamboo styli for
the iPad: the Solo, Duo, and Pocket versions. I prefer the Solo and recommend it for sketching.
The Wacom Bamboo Solo has a good weight and feel.Nomadbrush Flex. From Nomad-brush,
the Flex paintbrush stylus features a synthetic brush tip with a smooth touch. I like the fluid
control and natural feeling that the brush tip gives while sketching.Pogo Connect. From Ten One
Design, the Pogo Connect uses Bluetooth to simulate pressure sensitivity with compatible
applications. The button on the side acts as an “Undo” button in many apps. The stylus requires



a AAA battery. To set up the stylus, down-load the free pairing app and connect. Each app has
its own simple method of connecting with the stylus, usually found in iPad “Settings” or
preferences within the app. I found the simulated pressure sensitivity exciting, but it was
challenging to achieve consistently. This stylus requires more pressure applied to display a
brushstroke.Using Brushes 3 for a Quick Color SketchBrushes 3 overview. Brushes has two
basic tools, the Brush and Eraser. When you launch Brushes; the Gallery page appears. To
create a new file, tap the + icon. A new empty image is created. In the painting file, a toolbar
along the bottom of the screen allows you to access tools, from left to right: the Color Well,
Brush, Eraser Settings, Size slider, Undo, Redo, Effects, and Layers icons.Brushes records your
process as you sketch. You can replay a painting by choosing its thumbnail in the Gallery,
opening the file, and tapping the play icon.To export an image from Brushes, tap the Sharing
icon. You can save the file to your photos, email it, share to Facebook, and more.Try out a variety
of brushes.The composition sketch drawn in dark gray1 Trying out brushes and drawing a
sketch. The color study featured in this project is a plein air sketch for a painting that I created in
Painter with a Wacom tablet. To begin, create a new image file. Tap the Color Well to open the
Color panel and choose a color. Tap the Brush Settings icon to open the Brush Settings panel;
then choose a brush preset. Experiment by making marks with a variety of the brush
presets.Choosing a dark gray in the Color panelFor a brush that draws textured marks similar to
charcoal or pastel, I chose the third preset down from the top, and I chose a dark gray color.
Make practice marks to get a feel for the brush. (You can tap the Undo icon to remove your
practice marks.) When you’re comfortable with the brush, draw a loose sketch.Selecting a preset
in the Brushes panelUsing varied blues to paint the sky and waterLaying in base colors on the
hills and plantsThe finished rough color study2 Painting with color. This color study is drawn on
location. The composition, shapes, and color notes are important inspiration for a painting that I
later created in Painter at my studio. The loose study shows the general composition,
movement, color, and lighting.When you’re satisfied with your sketch, choose a warm blue color
for the sky. Using the Size slider, increase the size of your brush and then loosely paint color
onto the sky. For the feeling of clouds, use curved strokes. For the water, choose a cooler blue,
and paint with more horizontal strokes.3 Adding texture and details. Take time to examine your
study. Does the composition need refinement?For more drama in the sketch and to enhance its
focal point, I added touches of light purple to the sky. Then, to balance the color, I carried it into
the foreground by painting small, loose strokes of purple onto the shaded areas of the
foreground plants. I changed the shape and size of the two plants in the midground, and painted
ochre and gold on the hill to separate the two plants. To finish, I added short, energetic strokes of
light green to the sunlit areas of the plants.This study is used as inspiration for a painting created
with Painter later in the book. To export your study from Brushes, press the Share icon and add it
to your photos or save it as a JPEG and email it to yourself.Good work! You have completed this
project. On the next spread, we will work with Pencils in Brushes.Sampling color from the image
in BrushesPosition your finger or stylus over the color you want to sample; then tap and hold.



The Eyedropper tool will appear showing the updated color in its ring and in the color swatch
and color picker.Sampling color using the EyedropperMaking a Pencil and Sketching in Brushes
31 Setting up for sketching. We will explore brushes, sketch, and make a pencil. Begin by
opening a new image. Tap the Color Well to open the Color panel and choose a dark gray. Tap
the Brush Settings icon to open the Brushes panel, and then choose the third preset from the
top. The Brush panel should look like the illustration to the right. Make practice marks to get a
feel for the brush.Now let’s make a pencil. Make a copy of the brush so you can create your own
brush, and preserve the original. To make a copy, tap the square icon with the + (plus) a copy
appears. Select the copy and click the tiny arrow to the right of the brush preset to open its
settings.The thicker strokes on the top are drawn with the default brush. The thinner strokes are
drawn with the custom pencil.First we’ll change the tip. The brush tips are located in the scrolling
menu at the top. Change the shape from square to round. Adjust the sliders as follows: Increase
Hardness to 100; increase Intensity to 56; set Dynamic Angle at 39; set Dynamic Weight at 63;
and reduce Dynamic Intensity to 8.Choosing the brush preset in the BrushesThe default settings
for the brush presetQuick sketches of Marika and Sable drawn from observation using the new
custom pencilWhen you’re finished making adjustments, click the Brushes button to return to the
Brushes presets. You will see your new brush in the list. Make practice marks with your new
pencil. If you’d like to make more adjustments, open the preset settings again and adjust the
sliders.The settings for the custom pencil2 Sketching with the pencil. Now that you’re
comfortable with the pencil, draw loose, expressive sketches. The lines will vary thickness with
the speed that you draw them. Start out with a lighter gray, and build up to a darker tone. I
sketched our cats, Marika and Sable. For the quick sketches shown above, I varied the size of
the pencil from about 5–8 pixels using the Size slider.The new custom pencil in the Brushes
panelGood work! You have completed the mini-projects with Brushes. In the next project, we will
work with ArtStudio.Sketching a Pencil Portrait Using ArtStudioArtStudio overview. When you
launch ArtStudio, by default a new, blank image opens. The interface is well organized: there’s
the top menu, right toolbar and left toolbar, with mark-making tools on the left and color
swatches on the right. The left and right toolbars are scrollable. Drag to scroll and reveal more
tools and colors. The bottom toolbar features Favorite Brushes, Layers, Brush Size, Brush
Opacity and Undo / Redo. To choose a drawing tool, tap a tool icon, such as the Pencil. To
choose a color, tap the top color swatch; the Color Editor panel opens. In the panel, tap a swatch
to choose it, or tap and drag to choose a color in the light and saturation field (the large square).
You can also mix a new color using the sliders.ArtStudio features the Pencil, Wet Paint Brush,
Paint Brush, Spray Paint, Dots, Eraser, Smudge, Bucket Fill, Gradient, Text, Clone, Heal,
Dodge / Burn and Eyedropper tools. Tapping twice on the Pencil icon brings up the Pencil
settings window, in which you can choose a different tip, and edit the Blur, Size, Opacity, and
more. Each tool has its own settings window.Painting brushstrokes with the Pencil, Wet Paint
Brush, and Paint Brush1 Exploring drawing tools. For this project, we will explore brushes and
sketch a portrait. Begin by opening a new file. Tap the color icon to open the Color Editor and



choose a color. (I chose a dark gray.) Tap the Pencil icon to choose it. Draw a wavy line using
100% opacity; then reduce the opacity to about 70% and make a second stroke. For the sketch,
we will use the Pencil at reduced opacity. Now tap the Wet Paint Brush to choose it. Choose a
bright red color. Explore making strokes with the Wet Paint Brush. Access the Wet Paint Brush
settings by double-tapping the tool. Experiment with the different tips. Next, choose a rusty
brown. Tap the Paint Brush tool to choose it, and practice making brushstrokes.Choosing a dark
gray in the Color EditorThe Wet Paint Brush settings. The top left tip is selected.The rough
sketch with light pencilSketching shapes and formsThe final portrait sketch2 Sketching a portrait
with pencil. For a look of creamy traditional paper, I filled the background layer with a light brown.
Mix a light color in the Color Editor and then choose Edit > Fill Layer. For this portrait drawing, I
began by sketching from life. Find a friend to sit for you or use a photo for reference. Position
your model near a window, showing a straight-on view or a three-quarter view with natural light
coming from one side. If no window is available, a lamp with a soft light will do.Before you begin,
carefully study the form of the head. Imagine the head as a three-dimensional oval in space.
Imagine the eyes as three-dimensional balls that sit in the sockets. Study the negative space
around the head to help define the edges of the face. Study the proportions, for instance the
horizontal distance between the eyes and the vertical distances of the forehead, then from the
eyes to the tip of the nose and to the lips and chin.Begin by using a low-opacity pencil to sketch
an oval for the basic head shape. Draw loosely. Starting with a low-opacity gray, slowly build up
to darker tones as you go. I varied the size of the pencil from about 8–15 pixels using the Size
slider, and varied the opacity from 50–80% over the course of the drawing.For a fresh,
expressive look, all the pencil strokes are hatched, not smudged or blended. I used a
combination of “sketchy line” style* and contour drawing,* along with subtle cross-hatching* for
modeling forms.Learn More About...* “sketchy line” style... page 89* contour drawing.. page 89*
cross-hatching... page 1163 Refining the drawing. When you’re ready to refine your drawing,
zoom in to an area such as the eyes (pinch the screen outward with two fingers to zoom), and
sketch the details. I wanted this portrait drawing to be fresh and loose, so I did not draw tight,
constrained details.Zoom back out and take a careful look at your drawing. Would your drawing
benefit from having a few lines along the edge of the face strengthened? Would you like to add
shading on the planes of the face?For a subtle, expressive look and added dimension, I used
subtle contour lines in conjunction with cross-hatching. This is most noticeable along the left
side of the face. To finish, I added a few darker strokes on the hair, lips, and eyes.Painting a
Color Study Using ArtStudio1 Conceiving the project and trying out brushes. For this project, the
objective is to create a landscape with bold, flat areas of color. You will begin by sketching in
color with a brush, then lay in flat areas of color over the sketch. You can work from a reference,
paint from your imagination, or sketch from observation, in plein air. Your reference could be a
traditional sketch you have drawn or a photograph. For the Mountain View study, an inspiration
was a previously painted plein air study, and I also painted from my imagination.These strokes
were painted with four painting tools (left to right), Wet Paint Brush, Paint Brush, Paint Brush with



Smudge, and Dots.The loose brush sketchExplore making different kinds of brushstrokes using
the Wet Paint Brush and Paint Brush. The Smudge tool allows you to push and pull color. With
the Dots brush, you can add texture to your artwork.The Wet Paint Brush is a round brush that
paints brushstrokes like an oval brush with a bristly tip. In Wet Paint Brush settings, its default
Wetness value is 85%. The Wetness allows you to lay down a new color over existing paint and
subtly blend the two colors. The Paint Brush performs like a flat brush, and it is useful for laying
down color quickly.2 Choosing color and sketching. To begin, choose File > New to open a new
image, and choose a color that will coordinate well with the color theme you plan to use. (I chose
a light blue.) To edit the color, tap the blue color swatch to choose it; then tap the top color
swatch to open the Color Editor. Lighten the blue by moving the cursor to the left in the color
field. When you’ve chosen your color, tap outside the Color Editor to close it. Now tap the Paint
Brush to choose it. Using the Paint Brush at 100% opacity, draw a loose, expressive
sketch.Choosing a light blue using the Color Editor. The Paint Brush is chosen in the left
toolbar.Painting base colors on the sky and mountains in the backgroundPainting brighter areas
of color on the mid-ground hillsPainting color over color to refine shapes and linear accents in
the landscape3 Laying in base colors. When your sketch is as you like it, begin to lay in broad
areas of color. Use the Paint Brush to brush color areas on to your painting. Don’t focus on
details at this stage but on creating interesting color shapes. As you work, you can change the
size of your brush using the Brush Size slider near the bottom of your screen. Colors with less
saturation and contrast will recede, whereas bolder colors with saturation and contrast will come
forward. For the distant hills, I mixed a medium-toned gray green.Mixing a gray green in the
Color Editor. The New Color and Current Color are also shown in the Color icon on the right
toolbar.4 Painting color over color. As you paint, enhance your composition by adding more color
areas. I worked from the background to the foreground, working in brighter colors and more
contrast, as I refined the composition.The Paint Brush is a flat brush that paints a stroke with
fairly even thickness, with a bristled, square tip. By painting over the trailing edge of a
brushstroke, you can achieve the look of a tapered stroke, as I did in the illustrations showing the
background mountains, above.Saving your own colorsUsing the Color Editor in ArtStudio, you
can mix a color and save the new color into a color swatch. Choose a new color. Drag and drop
your new color onto a square in the Color Editor.Dragging a new color onto a color square in the
Color EditorSwapping colorsIn ArtStudio, to swap Color 1 and Color 2, double-tap on the Colors
icon in the right toolbar. (The Colors icon shows color 1 and color 2 in a diagonally split color
square.)Blocking in color on the mid-ground and foreground5 Refining the composition. A
natural hand-drawn look is important to the style of Mountain View. In this step you will analyze
your composition and then add final details and texture.Step back and take a careful look at your
composition. Does your eye meander, traveling from the background to the foreground in an
interesting way? Are the shapes and colors that you have painted pleasing to your eye? At this
point, I decided to make changes to the hills and foliage on the right side of my study. I repainted
the large, dark green area, adding an area of lighter green. And I also painted more areas of



darker green so the dark green foliage shapes would echo one another and step forward in the
composition.In this detail, you can see the base color on the hills and lake.I used the Smudge
tool to smudge and “pull” the orange paint into a tapered linear accent.You can use the Smudge
tool to pull and blend color. The Smudge tool is located in the left toolbar. Here, I used it to
finesse the two light orange brushstrokes in the center of the painting. Position the tool over the
area you want to refine, and pull in the direction you want the stroke to taper.The completed
Mountain View study with texture accentsArtStudio has preset brushes that allow you to add
interesting touches of texture. To complete the piece, I used the Dots tool (located in the left
toolbar) to paint interesting textures onto the foreground sand and to add a shimmery look to the
blue water.For the texture on the foreground sand and on the darker water, I used the Dots
tool.Good work! You’ve completed this project. In the next project, we will work with the Wet
Paint Brush in ArtStudio.Saving a new brush in ArtStudioYou can save a customized brush as a
Favorite in ArtStudio by tapping the Heart icon to open the Favorite Brushes list, choosing Add,
and then naming your new brush. The new brush will appear in Favorites.Making a soft, streaky
Paint BrushThe Paint Brush in ArtStudio applies color and can paint beautiful streaky strokes
with a careful touch. To make a softer, streaky brush, tap the Paint Brush to open its Settings. By
default, the top footprint is chosen. For a softer, expressive streaky stroke, try the fourth choice
from the left.Painting with Wet Paint in ArtStudio1 Starting with a pencil sketch. For this project,
we will create a painterly color study, beginning with a sketch. You can work from a reference, or
sketch from observation, as I did. Choose a simple subject with good lighting (such as a flower
with leaves). We will begin by making a pencil sketch, and then block in color directly over the
drawing.The Wet Paint Brush settingsThe expressive pencil sketchPainting directly over the
sketchTake a good look at your subject, and observe its linear aspects, its movement, and its
forms. The negative space—the space around the subject—is important to viewing and painting
the subject. For my study, I chose a Bird of Paradise plant and sketched from observation.When
you’re ready to begin drawing, create a new file. Choose the Pencil tool in the left toolbar and
size it to about 12 pixels. Choose a color. (I chose a medium gray.) Begin by sketching lightly,
and slowly build a descriptive pencil sketch.2 Painting the background. When your sketch is
ready, choose the Wet Paint Brush in the left toolbar. The Wet Paint Brush is a round brush that
paints brushstrokes similar to a traditional oval brush with a bristly tip. The Wetness feature in
this brush allows you to apply new wet paint that blends with the existing paint on your image.In
the case of my subject, the background was dark without many details, and the subject was lit by
the sunlight. Beginning with the space around your subject, enjoy applying paint with the smeary
brush. Paint the background simply, so the focus will be on the center of interest. I painted varied
dark blues and greens for my background.Laying in more color and modeling formsThe
completed color study of the Bird of Paradise3 Modeling the forms and adding details. When
your background is roughed in, begin painting your subject. Lay in the base colors first; then add
touches of deeper color for the shadows and lighter colors for the highlights. Let your
brushstrokes follow the forms.When the basic colors and forms are laid in, take a careful look at



your composition. What areas need to be refined? Does the center of interest need a brighter
highlight or more saturated color? Zoom in on your image to finesse details. In areas with the
brightest sunlight, I brightened highlights along the edges of the flower petals using a small Wet
Paint Brush. Then I mixed a more saturated blue-purple in the Color Editor, and applied it to the
rounded base of the Bird of Paradise flower. Using multiple bands of color, I subtly modeled the
base of the flower and the leaves. The reflected light under the blue and purple flower base was
interesting, and I painted it using a small Wet Paint Brush.To finish, add painterly touches to the
edges of your background using the Wet Paint Brush. Choose white in the Color Editor, and
loosely paint back in to the edges of your image. Using the smeary Wet Paint Brush, I worked
back and forth with white, dark blue, and dark green for the look of flickering rays of light shining
along the top edges of the study.Congratulations! You have completed the projects with
ArtStudio. In the next section we will work with Sketchbook.2. Sketching on the iPadThink of the
iPad as your mobile digital sketchbookIn the first part of this chapter, you’ll find an overview of
my favorite art applications and styli for the iPad. These beginning and intermediate level
projects cover sketching and studies that can be finalized in Photoshop and Painter. The chapter
includes short projects featuring Brushes, ArtStudio, Sketchbook, Procreate, Adobe Ideas, and
Adobe Photoshop Touch.Think of the iPad as a digital sketchbook that you can take anywhere.
An overview of the projects in this chapter follows: With Brushes, I painted a plein air sketch of
the Cliffs park near our home. It is a study for the painting that is used on the cover of this book.
A second Brushes project incorporates loose sketching from life. In the following projects with
ArtStudio, I sketched a pencil portrait of a friend and painted color studies with dry and wet paint.
For another piece, I used Sketchbook Express to make a pencil sketch of a lizard who lives
nearby and later added color washes to the drawing in Sketchbook Pro. Whenever possible, I
enjoy sketching from life on my iPad. The next project shows a quick figure study in Procreate
using its Pencil and Pastel brushes. While relaxing one Sunday afternoon, I sketched from my
imagination using Adobe Ideas. As I enjoyed the expressive nature of the Brush tool, playful
drawings of dolphins emerged. The Adobe Ideas projects show the drawings and how to color
them. Inspired by my love of Hawaii, its people, and its culture, I designed a collage sketch using
Adobe Photoshop Touch that is featured in the final project in this chapter and in Chapter 14.
The Photoshop Touch sketch is imported into Adobe Photoshop and Painter for
finishing.Favorite iPad Painting ToolsThere are many sketching and painting applications, and
several styli choices for the iPad. Here are some of my favorites.Favorite iPad Painting
ToolsThere are many sketching and painting applications, and several styli choices for the iPad.
Here are some of my favorites.Sketching Apps for the iPadBrushes. Two of my favorite features
of Brushes 3 are the simplicity of its interface and the efficient controls for making custom
brushes. Brushes 3 by Taptrix, Inc. offers two tools, the Brush and Eraser. You can choose from a
selection of brush presets, and adjust the brush size. After choosing a brush and a color, you
can easily finger paint or draw with a stylus on the screen. Using the brush settings, you can
create your own brush presets. It’s also possible to import photos from the Camera Roll. The free



version provides one layer for painting. The $2.99 upgrade for Brushes 3 allows you to use up to
10 layers and also offers layer effects. Brushes 3 also allows you to record the sketching process
and you can play back the process of your drawing. It’s easy to export your drawing to the
Camera Roll, Photo Library, and more.Sketching Apps for the iPadBrushes. Two of my favorite
features of Brushes 3 are the simplicity of its interface and the efficient controls for making
custom brushes. Brushes 3 by Taptrix, Inc. offers two tools, the Brush and Eraser. You can
choose from a selection of brush presets, and adjust the brush size. After choosing a brush and
a color, you can easily finger paint or draw with a stylus on the screen. Using the brush settings,
you can create your own brush presets. It’s also possible to import photos from the Camera Roll.
The free version provides one layer for painting. The $2.99 upgrade for Brushes 3 allows you to
use up to 10 layers and also offers layer effects. Brushes 3 also allows you to record the
sketching process and you can play back the process of your drawing. It’s easy to export your
drawing to the Camera Roll, Photo Library, and more.Using the Wet Paintbrush in ArtStudio, I
sketched Bird of Paradise.ArtStudio. A full-featured painting application, Lucky Clan’s ArtStudio
features a versatile array of brushes. One of my favorites is the Wet Paint Brush, which allows
you to apply paint and blend. You can make adjustments to a brush and save your custom brush
as a favorite. ArtStudio also boasts a Smudge tool that is very helpful for blending tones and
colors. After choosing a brush and a color, you can paint with your finger or draw onscreen with a
stylus. It’s also possible to import photos from the Camera Roll and edit them using selections
and effects. Exporting files from ArtStudio is easy; just choose Export from the File menu and
Export your image as a JPEG, PNG, or PSD file to your photos, email, and more.Procreate. A
full-featured program, Procreate offers an intuitive interface and quick performance. Easily
accessible sliders allow you to adjust the size of your brush and opacity as you work. The color
picker, layer options, and quick zoom functionality are easy to use. My favorite features are its
variety of responsive brush tools and its ability to blend or smudge paint which is lacking in some
other apps. When you’re ready, you can export the image to your Photo Library, email, and
moreSketchbook. Autodesk’s SketchBook offers a good variety of drawing tools, including
pencils, pens, and markers, with an intuitive interface. A few favorite features are its drawing tools
—especially the Pencils—and the ease of working with layers and transparency.Using pencils
and brushes in Sketchbook Pro, I drew Fence Lizard, shown here as a detail.In Sketchbook
Express, files can be exported to your Photo Library, Face-book, Twitter, or to a printer. The Pro
version also allows sharing via email, Flicker, Dropbox, and more. With a stylus, you can create
quick sketches or more involved studies.Adobe Ideas. Adobe Ideas shines as a versatile vector
application for inking sketches and drawings. I appreciate its efficient interface and the
quickness of the tools. Adobe Ideas boasts several drawing tools: the pencil, brush, marker, and
pen. Other tools include the eraser, paint bucket, colors, and layers. Additionally, images from
the photo library can be imported into Adobe Ideas, and you can also access the onboard
camera. After creating your image, it can be imported into Adobe Illustrator as a vector
file.Adobe Photoshop Touch. I appreciate the ease with which you can create sketches with



photo imagery, layers, and special effects on your iPad with Adobe Photoshop Touch. Then you
can open the file in Adobe Photoshop and complete your vision.Ipad Stylus IdeasSome artists
enjoy finger painting on their iPad and achieve good results. I usually use a stylus because more
precision can be achieved. However, more pressure is required to draw a stroke with a stylus, as
the tip of the stylus needs to compress a bit. Here are a few styli that work well for me.Ipad
Stylus IdeasSome artists enjoy finger painting on their iPad and achieve good results. I usually
use a stylus because more precision can be achieved. However, more pressure is required to
draw a stroke with a stylus, as the tip of the stylus needs to compress a bit. Here are a few styli
that work well for me.Wacom Bamboo Solo. Wacom offers three Bamboo styli for the iPad: the
Solo, Duo, and Pocket versions. I prefer the Solo and recommend it for sketching. The Wacom
Bamboo Solo has a good weight and feel.Nomadbrush Flex. From Nomad-brush, the Flex
paintbrush stylus features a synthetic brush tip with a smooth touch. I like the fluid control and
natural feeling that the brush tip gives while sketching.Pogo Connect. From Ten One Design, the
Pogo Connect uses Bluetooth to simulate pressure sensitivity with compatible applications. The
button on the side acts as an “Undo” button in many apps. The stylus requires a AAA battery. To
set up the stylus, down-load the free pairing app and connect. Each app has its own simple
method of connecting with the stylus, usually found in iPad “Settings” or preferences within the
app. I found the simulated pressure sensitivity exciting, but it was challenging to achieve
consistently. This stylus requires more pressure applied to display a brushstroke.Using Brushes
3 for a Quick Color SketchBrushes 3 overview. Brushes has two basic tools, the Brush and
Eraser. When you launch Brushes; the Gallery page appears. To create a new file, tap the + icon.
A new empty image is created. In the painting file, a toolbar along the bottom of the screen
allows you to access tools, from left to right: the Color Well, Brush, Eraser Settings, Size slider,
Undo, Redo, Effects, and Layers icons.Using Brushes 3 for a Quick Color SketchBrushes 3
overview. Brushes has two basic tools, the Brush and Eraser. When you launch Brushes; the
Gallery page appears. To create a new file, tap the + icon. A new empty image is created. In the
painting file, a toolbar along the bottom of the screen allows you to access tools, from left to
right: the Color Well, Brush, Eraser Settings, Size slider, Undo, Redo, Effects, and Layers
icons.Brushes records your process as you sketch. You can replay a painting by choosing its
thumbnail in the Gallery, opening the file, and tapping the play icon.To export an image from
Brushes, tap the Sharing icon. You can save the file to your photos, email it, share to Facebook,
and more.Try out a variety of brushes.The composition sketch drawn in dark gray1 Trying out
brushes and drawing a sketch. The color study featured in this project is a plein air sketch for a
painting that I created in Painter with a Wacom tablet. To begin, create a new image file. Tap the
Color Well to open the Color panel and choose a color. Tap the Brush Settings icon to open the
Brush Settings panel; then choose a brush preset. Experiment by making marks with a variety of
the brush presets.Choosing a dark gray in the Color panelFor a brush that draws textured marks
similar to charcoal or pastel, I chose the third preset down from the top, and I chose a dark gray
color. Make practice marks to get a feel for the brush. (You can tap the Undo icon to remove your



practice marks.) When you’re comfortable with the brush, draw a loose sketch.Selecting a preset
in the Brushes panelUsing varied blues to paint the sky and waterLaying in base colors on the
hills and plantsThe finished rough color study2 Painting with color. This color study is drawn on
location. The composition, shapes, and color notes are important inspiration for a painting that I
later created in Painter at my studio. The loose study shows the general composition,
movement, color, and lighting.When you’re satisfied with your sketch, choose a warm blue color
for the sky. Using the Size slider, increase the size of your brush and then loosely paint color
onto the sky. For the feeling of clouds, use curved strokes. For the water, choose a cooler blue,
and paint with more horizontal strokes.3 Adding texture and details. Take time to examine your
study. Does the composition need refinement?For more drama in the sketch and to enhance its
focal point, I added touches of light purple to the sky. Then, to balance the color, I carried it into
the foreground by painting small, loose strokes of purple onto the shaded areas of the
foreground plants. I changed the shape and size of the two plants in the midground, and painted
ochre and gold on the hill to separate the two plants. To finish, I added short, energetic strokes of
light green to the sunlit areas of the plants.This study is used as inspiration for a painting created
with Painter later in the book. To export your study from Brushes, press the Share icon and add it
to your photos or save it as a JPEG and email it to yourself.Good work! You have completed this
project. On the next spread, we will work with Pencils in Brushes.Sampling color from the image
in BrushesPosition your finger or stylus over the color you want to sample; then tap and hold.
The Eyedropper tool will appear showing the updated color in its ring and in the color swatch
and color picker.Sampling color using the EyedropperSampling color from the image in
BrushesSampling color from the image in BrushesPosition your finger or stylus over the color
you want to sample; then tap and hold. The Eyedropper tool will appear showing the updated
color in its ring and in the color swatch and color picker.Sampling color using the
EyedropperMaking a Pencil and Sketching in Brushes 31 Setting up for sketching. We will
explore brushes, sketch, and make a pencil. Begin by opening a new image. Tap the Color Well
to open the Color panel and choose a dark gray. Tap the Brush Settings icon to open the
Brushes panel, and then choose the third preset from the top. The Brush panel should look like
the illustration to the right. Make practice marks to get a feel for the brush.Making a Pencil and
Sketching in Brushes 31 Setting up for sketching. We will explore brushes, sketch, and make a
pencil. Begin by opening a new image. Tap the Color Well to open the Color panel and choose a
dark gray. Tap the Brush Settings icon to open the Brushes panel, and then choose the third
preset from the top. The Brush panel should look like the illustration to the right. Make practice
marks to get a feel for the brush.Now let’s make a pencil. Make a copy of the brush so you can
create your own brush, and preserve the original. To make a copy, tap the square icon with the +
(plus) a copy appears. Select the copy and click the tiny arrow to the right of the brush preset to
open its settings.The thicker strokes on the top are drawn with the default brush. The thinner
strokes are drawn with the custom pencil.First we’ll change the tip. The brush tips are located in
the scrolling menu at the top. Change the shape from square to round. Adjust the sliders as



follows: Increase Hardness to 100; increase Intensity to 56; set Dynamic Angle at 39; set
Dynamic Weight at 63; and reduce Dynamic Intensity to 8.Choosing the brush preset in the
BrushesThe default settings for the brush presetQuick sketches of Marika and Sable drawn from
observation using the new custom pencilWhen you’re finished making adjustments, click the
Brushes button to return to the Brushes presets. You will see your new brush in the list. Make
practice marks with your new pencil. If you’d like to make more adjustments, open the preset
settings again and adjust the sliders.The settings for the custom pencil2 Sketching with the
pencil. Now that you’re comfortable with the pencil, draw loose, expressive sketches. The lines
will vary thickness with the speed that you draw them. Start out with a lighter gray, and build up
to a darker tone. I sketched our cats, Marika and Sable. For the quick sketches shown above, I
varied the size of the pencil from about 5–8 pixels using the Size slider.The new custom pencil in
the Brushes panelGood work! You have completed the mini-projects with Brushes. In the next
project, we will work with ArtStudio.Sketching a Pencil Portrait Using ArtStudioArtStudio
overview. When you launch ArtStudio, by default a new, blank image opens. The interface is well
organized: there’s the top menu, right toolbar and left toolbar, with mark-making tools on the left
and color swatches on the right. The left and right toolbars are scrollable. Drag to scroll and
reveal more tools and colors. The bottom toolbar features Favorite Brushes, Layers, Brush Size,
Brush Opacity and Undo / Redo. To choose a drawing tool, tap a tool icon, such as the Pencil. To
choose a color, tap the top color swatch; the Color Editor panel opens. In the panel, tap a swatch
to choose it, or tap and drag to choose a color in the light and saturation field (the large square).
You can also mix a new color using the sliders.Sketching a Pencil Portrait Using
ArtStudioArtStudio overview. When you launch ArtStudio, by default a new, blank image opens.
The interface is well organized: there’s the top menu, right toolbar and left toolbar, with mark-
making tools on the left and color swatches on the right. The left and right toolbars are scrollable.
Drag to scroll and reveal more tools and colors. The bottom toolbar features Favorite Brushes,
Layers, Brush Size, Brush Opacity and Undo / Redo. To choose a drawing tool, tap a tool icon,
such as the Pencil. To choose a color, tap the top color swatch; the Color Editor panel opens. In
the panel, tap a swatch to choose it, or tap and drag to choose a color in the light and saturation
field (the large square). You can also mix a new color using the sliders.ArtStudio features the
Pencil, Wet Paint Brush, Paint Brush, Spray Paint, Dots, Eraser, Smudge, Bucket Fill, Gradient,
Text, Clone, Heal, Dodge / Burn and Eyedropper tools. Tapping twice on the Pencil icon brings
up the Pencil settings window, in which you can choose a different tip, and edit the Blur, Size,
Opacity, and more. Each tool has its own settings window.Painting brushstrokes with the Pencil,
Wet Paint Brush, and Paint Brush1 Exploring drawing tools. For this project, we will explore
brushes and sketch a portrait. Begin by opening a new file. Tap the color icon to open the Color
Editor and choose a color. (I chose a dark gray.) Tap the Pencil icon to choose it. Draw a wavy
line using 100% opacity; then reduce the opacity to about 70% and make a second stroke. For
the sketch, we will use the Pencil at reduced opacity. Now tap the Wet Paint Brush to choose it.
Choose a bright red color. Explore making strokes with the Wet Paint Brush. Access the Wet



Paint Brush settings by double-tapping the tool. Experiment with the different tips. Next, choose
a rusty brown. Tap the Paint Brush tool to choose it, and practice making brushstrokes.Choosing
a dark gray in the Color EditorThe Wet Paint Brush settings. The top left tip is selected.The
rough sketch with light pencilSketching shapes and formsThe final portrait sketch2 Sketching a
portrait with pencil. For a look of creamy traditional paper, I filled the background layer with a
light brown. Mix a light color in the Color Editor and then choose Edit > Fill Layer. For this portrait
drawing, I began by sketching from life. Find a friend to sit for you or use a photo for reference.
Position your model near a window, showing a straight-on view or a three-quarter view with
natural light coming from one side. If no window is available, a lamp with a soft light will
do.Before you begin, carefully study the form of the head. Imagine the head as a three-
dimensional oval in space. Imagine the eyes as three-dimensional balls that sit in the sockets.
Study the negative space around the head to help define the edges of the face. Study the
proportions, for instance the horizontal distance between the eyes and the vertical distances of
the forehead, then from the eyes to the tip of the nose and to the lips and chin.Begin by using a
low-opacity pencil to sketch an oval for the basic head shape. Draw loosely. Starting with a low-
opacity gray, slowly build up to darker tones as you go. I varied the size of the pencil from about
8–15 pixels using the Size slider, and varied the opacity from 50–80% over the course of the
drawing.For a fresh, expressive look, all the pencil strokes are hatched, not smudged or
blended. I used a combination of “sketchy line” style* and contour drawing,* along with subtle
cross-hatching* for modeling forms.Learn More About...* “sketchy line” style... page 89* contour
drawing.. page 89* cross-hatching... page 116Learn More About...* “sketchy line” style... page
89* contour drawing.. page 89* cross-hatching... page 1163 Refining the drawing. When you’re
ready to refine your drawing, zoom in to an area such as the eyes (pinch the screen outward with
two fingers to zoom), and sketch the details. I wanted this portrait drawing to be fresh and loose,
so I did not draw tight, constrained details.Zoom back out and take a careful look at your
drawing. Would your drawing benefit from having a few lines along the edge of the face
strengthened? Would you like to add shading on the planes of the face?For a subtle, expressive
look and added dimension, I used subtle contour lines in conjunction with cross-hatching. This is
most noticeable along the left side of the face. To finish, I added a few darker strokes on the hair,
lips, and eyes.Painting a Color Study Using ArtStudio1 Conceiving the project and trying out
brushes. For this project, the objective is to create a landscape with bold, flat areas of color. You
will begin by sketching in color with a brush, then lay in flat areas of color over the sketch. You
can work from a reference, paint from your imagination, or sketch from observation, in plein air.
Your reference could be a traditional sketch you have drawn or a photograph. For the Mountain
View study, an inspiration was a previously painted plein air study, and I also painted from my
imagination.Painting a Color Study Using ArtStudio1 Conceiving the project and trying out
brushes. For this project, the objective is to create a landscape with bold, flat areas of color. You
will begin by sketching in color with a brush, then lay in flat areas of color over the sketch. You
can work from a reference, paint from your imagination, or sketch from observation, in plein air.



Your reference could be a traditional sketch you have drawn or a photograph. For the Mountain
View study, an inspiration was a previously painted plein air study, and I also painted from my
imagination.These strokes were painted with four painting tools (left to right), Wet Paint Brush,
Paint Brush, Paint Brush with Smudge, and Dots.The loose brush sketchExplore making
different kinds of brushstrokes using the Wet Paint Brush and Paint Brush. The Smudge tool
allows you to push and pull color. With the Dots brush, you can add texture to your artwork.The
Wet Paint Brush is a round brush that paints brushstrokes like an oval brush with a bristly tip. In
Wet Paint Brush settings, its default Wetness value is 85%. The Wetness allows you to lay down
a new color over existing paint and subtly blend the two colors. The Paint Brush performs like a
flat brush, and it is useful for laying down color quickly.2 Choosing color and sketching. To begin,
choose File > New to open a new image, and choose a color that will coordinate well with the
color theme you plan to use. (I chose a light blue.) To edit the color, tap the blue color swatch to
choose it; then tap the top color swatch to open the Color Editor. Lighten the blue by moving the
cursor to the left in the color field. When you’ve chosen your color, tap outside the Color Editor to
close it. Now tap the Paint Brush to choose it. Using the Paint Brush at 100% opacity, draw a
loose, expressive sketch.Choosing a light blue using the Color Editor. The Paint Brush is chosen
in the left toolbar.Painting base colors on the sky and mountains in the backgroundPainting
brighter areas of color on the mid-ground hillsPainting color over color to refine shapes and
linear accents in the landscape3 Laying in base colors. When your sketch is as you like it, begin
to lay in broad areas of color. Use the Paint Brush to brush color areas on to your painting. Don’t
focus on details at this stage but on creating interesting color shapes. As you work, you can
change the size of your brush using the Brush Size slider near the bottom of your screen. Colors
with less saturation and contrast will recede, whereas bolder colors with saturation and contrast
will come forward. For the distant hills, I mixed a medium-toned gray green.Mixing a gray green
in the Color Editor. The New Color and Current Color are also shown in the Color icon on the
right toolbar.4 Painting color over color. As you paint, enhance your composition by adding more
color areas. I worked from the background to the foreground, working in brighter colors and more
contrast, as I refined the composition.The Paint Brush is a flat brush that paints a stroke with
fairly even thickness, with a bristled, square tip. By painting over the trailing edge of a
brushstroke, you can achieve the look of a tapered stroke, as I did in the illustrations showing the
background mountains, above.Saving your own colorsUsing the Color Editor in ArtStudio, you
can mix a color and save the new color into a color swatch. Choose a new color. Drag and drop
your new color onto a square in the Color Editor.Dragging a new color onto a color square in the
Color EditorSaving your own colorsSaving your own colorsUsing the Color Editor in ArtStudio,
you can mix a color and save the new color into a color swatch. Choose a new color. Drag and
drop your new color onto a square in the Color Editor.Dragging a new color onto a color square
in the Color EditorSwapping colorsIn ArtStudio, to swap Color 1 and Color 2, double-tap on the
Colors icon in the right toolbar. (The Colors icon shows color 1 and color 2 in a diagonally split
color square.)Swapping colorsSwapping colorsIn ArtStudio, to swap Color 1 and Color 2,



double-tap on the Colors icon in the right toolbar. (The Colors icon shows color 1 and color 2 in a
diagonally split color square.)Blocking in color on the mid-ground and foreground5 Refining the
composition. A natural hand-drawn look is important to the style of Mountain View. In this step
you will analyze your composition and then add final details and texture.Step back and take a
careful look at your composition. Does your eye meander, traveling from the background to the
foreground in an interesting way? Are the shapes and colors that you have painted pleasing to
your eye? At this point, I decided to make changes to the hills and foliage on the right side of my
study. I repainted the large, dark green area, adding an area of lighter green. And I also painted
more areas of darker green so the dark green foliage shapes would echo one another and step
forward in the composition.In this detail, you can see the base color on the hills and lake.I used
the Smudge tool to smudge and “pull” the orange paint into a tapered linear accent.You can use
the Smudge tool to pull and blend color. The Smudge tool is located in the left toolbar. Here, I
used it to finesse the two light orange brushstrokes in the center of the painting. Position the tool
over the area you want to refine, and pull in the direction you want the stroke to taper.The
completed Mountain View study with texture accentsArtStudio has preset brushes that allow you
to add interesting touches of texture. To complete the piece, I used the Dots tool (located in the
left toolbar) to paint interesting textures onto the foreground sand and to add a shimmery look to
the blue water.For the texture on the foreground sand and on the darker water, I used the Dots
tool.Good work! You’ve completed this project. In the next project, we will work with the Wet
Paint Brush in ArtStudio.Saving a new brush in ArtStudioYou can save a customized brush as a
Favorite in ArtStudio by tapping the Heart icon to open the Favorite Brushes list, choosing Add,
and then naming your new brush. The new brush will appear in Favorites.Saving a new brush in
ArtStudioSaving a new brush in ArtStudioYou can save a customized brush as a Favorite in
ArtStudio by tapping the Heart icon to open the Favorite Brushes list, choosing Add, and then
naming your new brush. The new brush will appear in Favorites.Making a soft, streaky Paint
BrushThe Paint Brush in ArtStudio applies color and can paint beautiful streaky strokes with a
careful touch. To make a softer, streaky brush, tap the Paint Brush to open its Settings. By
default, the top footprint is chosen. For a softer, expressive streaky stroke, try the fourth choice
from the left.Making a soft, streaky Paint BrushMaking a soft, streaky Paint BrushThe Paint
Brush in ArtStudio applies color and can paint beautiful streaky strokes with a careful touch. To
make a softer, streaky brush, tap the Paint Brush to open its Settings. By default, the top footprint
is chosen. For a softer, expressive streaky stroke, try the fourth choice from the left.Painting with
Wet Paint in ArtStudio1 Starting with a pencil sketch. For this project, we will create a painterly
color study, beginning with a sketch. You can work from a reference, or sketch from observation,
as I did. Choose a simple subject with good lighting (such as a flower with leaves). We will begin
by making a pencil sketch, and then block in color directly over the drawing.Painting with Wet
Paint in ArtStudio1 Starting with a pencil sketch. For this project, we will create a painterly color
study, beginning with a sketch. You can work from a reference, or sketch from observation, as I
did. Choose a simple subject with good lighting (such as a flower with leaves). We will begin by



making a pencil sketch, and then block in color directly over the drawing.The Wet Paint Brush
settingsThe expressive pencil sketchPainting directly over the sketchTake a good look at your
subject, and observe its linear aspects, its movement, and its forms. The negative space—the
space around the subject—is important to viewing and painting the subject. For my study, I
chose a Bird of Paradise plant and sketched from observation.When you’re ready to begin
drawing, create a new file. Choose the Pencil tool in the left toolbar and size it to about 12 pixels.
Choose a color. (I chose a medium gray.) Begin by sketching lightly, and slowly build a
descriptive pencil sketch.2 Painting the background. When your sketch is ready, choose the Wet
Paint Brush in the left toolbar. The Wet Paint Brush is a round brush that paints brushstrokes
similar to a traditional oval brush with a bristly tip. The Wetness feature in this brush allows you to
apply new wet paint that blends with the existing paint on your image.In the case of my subject,
the background was dark without many details, and the subject was lit by the sunlight. Beginning
with the space around your subject, enjoy applying paint with the smeary brush. Paint the
background simply, so the focus will be on the center of interest. I painted varied dark blues and
greens for my background.Laying in more color and modeling formsThe completed color study
of the Bird of Paradise3 Modeling the forms and adding details. When your background is
roughed in, begin painting your subject. Lay in the base colors first; then add touches of deeper
color for the shadows and lighter colors for the highlights. Let your brushstrokes follow the
forms.When the basic colors and forms are laid in, take a careful look at your composition. What
areas need to be refined? Does the center of interest need a brighter highlight or more saturated
color? Zoom in on your image to finesse details. In areas with the brightest sunlight, I brightened
highlights along the edges of the flower petals using a small Wet Paint Brush. Then I mixed a
more saturated blue-purple in the Color Editor, and applied it to the rounded base of the Bird of
Paradise flower. Using multiple bands of color, I subtly modeled the base of the flower and the
leaves. The reflected light under the blue and purple flower base was interesting, and I painted it
using a small Wet Paint Brush.To finish, add painterly touches to the edges of your background
using the Wet Paint Brush. Choose white in the Color Editor, and loosely paint back in to the
edges of your image. Using the smeary Wet Paint Brush, I worked back and forth with white,
dark blue, and dark green for the look of flickering rays of light shining along the top edges of the
study.Congratulations! You have completed the projects with ArtStudio. In the next section we
will work with Sketchbook.
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Book Crook, “A must for the digital artist's studio.... I love, love, love, books...I'm a bit old school
and really like the feel of glossy text book pages under my fingers. That being said, I especially
love an actually book when it comes to tutorial style books. This was my first kindle book of this
style and I have to say that I love it...being able to highlight and bookmark, as well as having the
text to speech ability is really great! This book is a def must have for any who is just starting out
and wants to learn techniques, as well as more advanced artists who enjoy keeping their skills
sharp.”

Harry Sandelburn, “Artist and Digital Art Techniques in a Book. This book in chapter 3 talks
about the tablet I have received. It gives the essence of definitions, skills (acquired through
exercises) for an artist as well as a digital artist and illustrator. It gives a working knowledge of
both Corel's Painter and Photoshop programs .Materials,, tools and instruments are listed
upfront of each exercise or project, Appendicies of helpfull information, Indecies in the back of
the book and a listing or note relating to special topics of interest within the lesson when
encountered.”

B. King, “Beautiful and User Friendly. Cher Pendarvis has produced another beautiful and user
friendly book. I own the first edition of the Artist Tablet Book along with a couple of Cher's Painter
Wow! books. Her writing style and information layout is pleasant and easy to follow. She is a
master at making information user friendly. I have not finished this edition but very impressed
with it. I like to highlight parts that I can come back to later.”

F. Carlson, “Outdated. Not easy to follow”

Jody Shimpach, “Good info. She talks more about Painter than PS even though PS listed first I.
the title, I will still learn but it's. is leading and was disappointing since it was only 1/2 helpful”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent book, will give you all of the basics .... Excellent book, will give
you all of the basics and a some more. If you're a true expert, this is not the book for you,
everyone else will benefit.”

Angie, “Five Stars. Good”

Lepidina, “Excellent for learning Photoshop techniques. I just got Photoshop CS6 and an Intuos
tablet. I thought I would be able to work out how it all functioned together. Wrong! I got one of
those books that tells you all about Photoshop but it had only a passing reference to tablets. So I
splashed out on The Photoshop and Painter Artist Tablet Book. I am so glad I did. I have
progressed from basics to working with mixer brush and painting with differing foreground and



background colours simultaneously. I have learned how to set up CS6 for variations to colour
opacity and stroke width through pen pressure. The explanations are simple to follow, with
plenty of illustrations.I give this book 5 stars.”

theo schmitz, “Endlich ein brauchbares Buch über digitales Malen !. EIN WUNDERBARES
LERNBUCH !ich habe hier einige Bücher über digitales Malen gekauft, die trotz positiver
Bewertung nicht praxistauglich sind.Dieses Buch ist eine rühmliche Ausnahme !Ist man der
engl. Sprache einigermaßen mächtig , führt einen die Autorin durch alle Facetten des digitalen
Malens.Klasse aufgegliedert, bebildert und aufgeteilt für Photoshop- und Painter-
Anwender.Einrichtung des Graphik-Tabletts, Wahl der Pinsel, Umgang mit den Wacom-Pens,
und und und... nichts fehlt .Es gibt NICHTS Vergleichbares in Deutscher Sprache.Um kein
Missverständnis aufkommen zu lassen, es geht hier nicht ums "Malen lernen" sondern um
Techniken des Digitalen Malens.Ich empfehle dieses Buch allen, die malen können und das
digitale Malen als Neuland betreten.”

The book by Cher Threinen-Pendarvis has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 40 people have provided
feedback.
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